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Abstract

Metal-organic frameworks are a diverse group of crystalline materials consisting of metal
ions coordinated to organic ligands. Their characteristic high porosity, large surface area
along with tunable pore structures and chemical functionalities make them an exceptional
candidate for H2 storage applications. Computational studies of H2 sorption in metalorganic frameworks aid in producing molecular-level insights which can facilitate the
design of structures with improved performance. In this work, various MOFs were
investigated using grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations.
Addressed ﬁrst are two MOFs with rht topologies which consist of two chemically distinct
Cu2+ ions coordinated to triisophthalate ligands. Through electronic structure calculations and
classical simulations it was revealed that minor modiﬁcations to the ligand that are not in close
proximity to the open metal sites led to drastic diﬀerences in the charge distribution within the
copper paddlewheel and aﬀect which metal site would be preferred for sorption. Furthermore,
it was found that minor modiﬁcations to the ligand have the potential to create additional
sorption sites which are not present in prototypical structures and can also give rise to
enhanced heat of sorption for H2.
The ﬁnal chapter focuses on a MOF system with a highly asymmetrical structure whereby
the metal ions are coordinated to two types of ligand in a distorted octahedral fashion. This
chapter provides a comparison of two diﬀerent metal analogues (Mg2+ and Co2+) , highlighting
their interchangeability and also providing insights into favored sorption sites in this type of
system.

vii

Chapter 1
Introduction

Since the industrial revolution, carbon-based energy sources that have driven the global
economy have also led to a major climate crisis. 7 Data collected within recent decades shows a
direct correlation between atmospheric CO2 levels and global temperature anomalies. 8,9 Extreme
weather events, rising sea levels and declining population of species in climate sensitive habitats
are some of the consequences being observed all over the world. 10 As a result, access to clean,
sustainable energy is now crucial to reversing some of these eﬀects and providing a better
quality of life for future generations.
One such clean alternative is H2 gas which is commonly derived from steam reforming of
natural gas and the electrolysis of water. 11 However, it can also be generated from environmentally viable sources such as the photobiological splitting of water by green algae and cyanobacteria. 12–14 A major challenge presented by the use of H2 as a fuel is that due to the weak intermolecular interactions, it occupies a signiﬁcant volume under ambient conditions and there-fore
storage requires a combination of pressurization with cryogenic temperatures. 15
Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs) are periodic, crystalline materials consisting of
metal ions coordinated to organic ligands. They are highly porous, possess large internal
surface areas and usually contain strong interaction sites. 16–18 Their pore sizes and
topologies can be tuned by altering the ligand or metal used as well as the synthesis
conditions. These characteristics of MOFs can help to facilitate H2 storage under less
extreme conditions. Computational modelling of H2 sorption in MOFs is a useful tool as it
can aid in providing insights into sorption mechanisms which cannot be deduced
experimentally.
1

These insights are validated when the H2 uptake predicted by simulation is in agreement

with experimental observables. In simulation, the total potential energy of the MOF—H2
system is calculated by summing van der Waals (vdw),

permanent electrostatic/

columbic (elec) and polarization (pol) interactions as shown in the equation below.

Utotal = Urd + Ues + Upol

(1.1)

The van der Waals interaction energy is calculated via the Lennard-Jones(12–6) potential,
shown below, whereby  is the well-dept which correlates to the strength of the interaction and
σ is the inter-atomic distance at which the potential energy is zero. For this work, these
parameters were taken from UFF and OPLS. 19–21 Lorentz-Bertholet mixing rules are used to
provide the energy of interaction between unlike, non-bonded species. 22

VLJ = 4 [( σr )12 − ( σr )6 ]
(1.2)

Permanent electrostatic interactions are calculated using atomic point partial charges. In this
work, these partial charges were determined by carefully selecting fragments of each MOF and
performing Hartree–Fock electronic structure calculations using NWChem. 23 The CHELPG
charge calculation method is employed whereby point charges are ﬁtted to repro-duce the overall
electrostatic potential of the fragment. 24 In simulation, Ewald summation of the partial charges
is

used

to

estimate

the

electrostatic

interaction

energy

under

periodic boundary

conditions. 25
Polarization was treated using a Thole—Applequist 26,27 type model; with scalar point
polarizability parameters for each type of atom. These parameters are related to the
susceptibilities to forming induced dipoles. For the light atoms C, H, O and N they were
2

taken from a carefully parametrized set from Van Duijnen and Swart. 28 Polarizabilities for metal
ions were taken from previous studies done by our group in which they were determined by
ﬁnding the polarizability tensor of small fragments using QChem. 29
In this work, classical simulations were carried out using the open-source Massively Parallel
Monte Carlo (MPMC) code. 30 To determine the quantity of H2 sorbed, the Grand Canonical
Ensemble is used. In this ensemble chemical potential, volume and temperature of the system
are kept constant while all other variables are allowed to ﬂuctuate during simulation. Random
moves were made by selecting an H2 molecule and performing a translation, rotation, insertion
or deletion of the molecule. Each move is either accepted or rejected based on an
acceptance probability related to whether the energy change is favorable, using the
Metropolis method. 31 This process is allowed to continue until equilibration.
Three H2 potentials are used in this work, they include Buch, BSS (Belof, Stern, Space) and
BSSP(Belof, Stern, Space polarizable). Buch 32 is the simplest model, whereby H2 is represented
as a single site with van der Waals parameters only. BSS 33 is a ﬁve-site model with electrostatic/
columbic interactions in addition to van der Waals. BSSP 33 is the most complex model,
incorporating explicit polarization in addition to van der Waals and electrostatics.
In this dissertation, a detailed examination of a series of metal–organic frameworks for H2
storage applications is presented. Speciﬁcally, the eﬀects of altering aspects of the linker and
substituting the metal ion in diﬀerent systems are investigated. The results can aid in providing
insights necessary to aid in the design of future metal–organic frameworks.
Chapter 2 presents a simulation study on NU–111 5 which is an rht MOF consisting of a
copper paddlewheel with two chemically distinct Cu2+ ions coordinated to triisophthalate based
ligands. This MOF is isostructural to PCN–61; 34 however it is signiﬁcantly longer due to having
an extra C–C triple bond. The chapter discusses the diﬀerence in electrostatics within the copper
paddlewheel in each system and how this aﬀects the preferred sorption site.

3

Chapter 3 presents a simulation study on MFM-1323 which is also belongs to the rht family of
MOFs. This MOF has a similar structure to NOTT-1124 but possesses anthracenyl rings within
the structure of the ligand instead of phenyl. The chapter discusses how this alteration not only
gives rise to a diﬀerence in electrostatics within the copper paddlewheel but the creation of new
binding sites and the enhancement of the MOF–H2 binding energy compared to NOTT–112.
Lastly, chapter 4 focuses on the M-CUK-1 6,35–37 (M = Mg, Co) series which posesses
a highly asymmetrical structure with metal sites coordinated to pyridine–dicarboxylate and
hydroxide ligands in a distorted octahedral environment.

The chapter compares

electrostatics and sorption characteristics of each metal variant of the MOF and highlights the
interchange-bility of the metal ions.

4

Chapter 2
Investigating the Eﬀects of Linker Extension on an rht-Metal-Organic Framework
NU-111 by Molecular Simulations

2.1

Note to Reader

This chapter contains previously published content. Reprinted with permission from Cryst.
Growth Des, 2018, 18 (12), 7599–7610. Copyright c (2018) American Chemical Society.
See Appendix A.
2.2

Abstract

Grand canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) simulations were performed to investigate hydrogen
sorption in the rht-metal-organic framework (MOF) NU-111, which is composed of Cu2+ ions
coordinated to 1,3,5-tris[(1,3-carboxylate-5-(4-(ethynyl)phenyl))butadiynyl]-benzene link-ers.
This MOF was shown to have a high Brunauer-Emmett-Teller surface area of 5000 ±80 m2 g−1
and a hydrogen uptake of 20.8 mg g−1 at 77 K and 1 bar. It has a similar structure to that of
PCN-61, which was studied previously by our group [Forrest, K.A.; et al., J. Phys. Chem. C
2012, 116, 15538-15549]; however, NU-111 has an extra triple bond on each arm in the linker
body. The purpose of this study was to investigate the eﬀects of linker extension on the MOFsorbate interactions using PCN-61 as a basis for comparison. Three hydrogen models of
varying complexities were used in the simulations: a single-site model which only includes van
der Waals interactions, a ﬁve-site model which includes van der Waals and permanent
electrostatic interactions, and another ﬁve-site model that is augmented with explicit many5

body polarization. Simulations using only the polarizable model produced uptakes in
outstanding agreement with experiment at 77 K within the pressure range from 0.02 to 1.0 bar.
With this model, the primary binding site for H2 in NU-111 was found to be the exposed Cu2+
ions facing toward the center of the linker body. In PCN-61, however, the H2 molecule showed
preference for the open-metal sites facing away from the center of the linker. The dif-ference in
the initial binding sites between these two isostructural MOFs can be explained by their distinct
electrostatic environments about the copper paddlewheels. In NU-111, the inner Cu2+ ion
(denoted Cu 2) had the greater partial positive charge (i.e., less electron density), whereas in
PCN-61, the outer Cu2+ ion (denoted Cu 1) carried the higher charge. Overall, this study
showed that the metal binding sites in rht-MOFs can be altered by making a simple
modiﬁcation in the organic linker. In addition, signiﬁcant insights into the H2 sorption
behavior in NU-111 was obtained through our molecular simulations and such results could
be important for the rational design of new MOF structures.
2.3 Introduction
Rising concerns about climate change has led to intensiﬁed research into alternative sources of
energy. Many argue that global warming is a natural phenomenon but scientiﬁc evidence shows a
clear correlation between the rise in atmospheric CO2 concentrations (which has been accelerated by
45% since the onset of the industrial revolution) and the increase in average global temperatures.38
Atmospheric CO2 levels are currently estimated to be 408 ppm, the highest in the past 650000
years.8,38 One possible alternative to carbon-based energy sources is hydrogen gas (H2), which can
be derived from several methods, including the electrolysis of water, splitting of water using algae,
and splitting using hydro-gen fuel cells.11 However, a major issue is that neat H2 requires storage
at cryogenic temper-atures or high pressures as it occupies a considerably large volume under
ambient conditions.15 This presents a signiﬁcant challenge for the viability of hydrogen-powered
vehicles.
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Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are inorganic-organic hybrid crystalline materials that
are synthesized by combining metal ions with organic ligands (or “linkers”). They have threedimensional structures that usually contain pores that can accommodate small guest molecules,
including H2. 39–41 MOFs have been widely investigated for hydrogen storage applications due
to their high surface areas, tunable pore sizes, topologies, chemical functionalities and
reversible binding. The current ultimate target set by the Department of Energy (DOE) for an
onboard H2 storage system is 7.5 wt% at operating temperatures up to 60 ◦C. 42
Computational studies of H2 sorption in MOFs could be particularly useful for
gaining insights into the rational development of new MOFs that are capable of meeting
the DOE target requirements.

The results from such studies could be of value if

outstanding agree-ment with experimental measurements is achieved. In this paper, the
theoretical study of H2 sorption in NU-111, a MOF synthesized previously by Farha et
al., 5 is reported. The MOF consists of a network of Cu2+ ions

coordinated

to

1,3,5-

tris[(1,3-carboxylate-5-(4-(ethynyl)phenyl))butadiynyl]-benzene linkers (Figure 2.1).
Experimental studies revealed that NU-111 displays a Brunauer-Emmett-Teller surface area
of 5000± 80 m2 g−1 a pore volume of 2.38 cm3 g−1, a H2 uptake of 20.8 mg g−1 at 77 K/1 bar,
and an initial isosteric heat of adsorption (Qst) value of 5.6 kJ mol−1. Further,
the MOF exhibits a (3,24)-connected rht topology, a highly popular platform of MOFs that was
pioneered by Eddaoudi and co-workers.43 There are three types of cages in the rht-MOF
structure: in order of increasing size, they are cuboctahedron, truncated tetrahedron, and
truncated octahedron.5 The cuboctahedral cage has a ﬁxed volume for essentially all rht-MOFs,
but the other two cages can vary in di-mensions depending on the size and functionality of the
linker.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1. Molecular view of the unit cell of NU-111: (a) a/b/c-axis view and (b) view of the
45◦ angle between two axes. Atom colors: C = cyan, H = white, O = red, Cu = tan.

NU-111 consists of asymmetric copper paddlewheels ([Cu2(O2CR)4]), with the two metal
ions projecting into diﬀerent chemical environments. The Cu2+ ion facing away from the center
of the linker projects into the cuboctahedral cage, while the Cu2+ ion facing toward the interior
of the linker projects into the truncated tetrahedral and truncated octahedral cages. 44
NU-111 has a structure that is similar to that of PCN-61, 34 an rht-MOF that was studied
previously by our group, 1 but contains a longer linker made by adding an extra triple bond in
the regions between the isophthalate group and the central aromatic ring.
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Figure 2.2. Organic linkers for PCN-61 (left) and NU-111 (right) showing alkyne groups
for each
A comparison of the linkers for PCN-61 and NU-111 is shown in Figure 2.2. Other simulation
studies have been executed previously comparing PCN-61 to other rht-MOFs with diﬀerent
functionalities attached to the triisophthalate ligand. These include Cu-TPBTM, which
contains amide groups in place of the alkyne groups, 45 and PCN-66, which contains a
triphenylamine group in place of the central benzene ring of the linker. 46
In both of the two previously mentioned studies, it was revealed that altering the components of the linker led to changes in the charge distribution about the two chemically distinct
Cu2+ ions of the copper paddlewheels relative to what was observed in PCN-61; this had an
eﬀect on which metal ion represented the initial binding site. In the case of Cu-TPBTM, it was
found that substituting the alkyne group with a neighboring polar (amide) functionality induced
the change, while in PCN-66, the same alteration was observed due to distortions in the copper
paddlewheels as a result of replacing the central benzene ring with a larger triph-enylamine
group. The study performed herein serves to investigate the eﬀects of linker ex-tension on such
systems through the addition of an alkyne group on each arm using PCN-61 as a basis for
comparison. This was performed in order to increase the understanding of the H2 sorption
mechanism in MOFs, which in turn could lead to insights into designing superior structures
for H2 storage applications.
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2.4

Methods

2.4.1

Potential Energy Function

In this work, the total intermolecular potential energy (U ) of the MOF-H2 system was
characterized by three classical energetic terms (eq 2.1):

U = Urd + Ues + Upol

(2.1)

These include the van der Waals repulsion/dispersion energy (Urd) as calculated through
the Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential, 47 permanent electrostatic interactions (Ues) as calculated
by Ewald summation of the partial charges, 25 and the many-body polarization energy
(Upol) as calculated using a Thole-Applequist type of model. 26–28 While calculating Urd and
Ues are trivial for molecular simulations of periodic systems, 48 a detailed overview of how
the explicit polarization energy was calculated is given in reference. 1
2.4.2

Repulsion/Dispersion and Polarizability Parameters

Repulsion/dispersion parameters from the Optimized Potentials For Liquid Simulations - All
Atom (OPLS-AA) force ﬁeld 20,21 were assigned to all MOF atoms except Cu and the alkyne
carbon atoms. For such excluding atoms,  and σ parameters from the Universal Force Field
(UFF) 19 were utilized as they are not included in the standard list of OPLS-AA parameters. We
note that parameters from OPLS-AA and UFF are commonly used to treat van der Waals
interactions between the MOF and the H2 molecules in classical simulation. 49–53 The
interac-tions between unlike species were calculated using the Lorentz-Bertholet mixing
rules. 22 The scalar point polarizabilities, describing susceptibilities for induced dipoles, for all
C, H, and O atoms were taken from a parametrized set provided by van Duijnen and
Swart. 28 The polarizability for Cu2+ was determined by our group in a previous study. 1
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Table 2.1 shows the repulsion/dispersion and point polarizability parameters that were used
for each MOF atom.
2.4.3

Determination of Partial Charges

The partial charges for each chemically distinct atom in NU-111 were determined as follows.
Several gas-phase fragments such as the one shown in Figure 2.3 were selected from the crystal
structure of the MOF and served as the basis for electronic structure calculations. Hydrogen
atoms were added in some cases for termination of the fragment boundaries. Calculations were
performed on all considered fragments at the Hartree-Fock level of theory using the NWChem
ab initio software package. 23 The CHarges from ELectrostatic Potentials using a Grid
(CHELPG) method 24 was used to obtain the atomic partial charges on all fragments. Here, the
electrostatic potential of a given fragment was ﬁrst calculated at a large number of grid points
and a ﬁtting procedure was then employed to determine the atomic partial charges that best
reproduce the electrostatic potential surface of the fragment. 54,55 The partial charges were
calculated for the atoms on eight diﬀerent fragments to determine an average charge for each
chemically distinct atom. We note that the charges of atoms located in the peripheral regions of
the fragments were disregarded as they would not be representative of the MOF environment.
Table 2.1 shows the complete list of partial charges that were used for each chemically distinct
atom in the simulations.
The 6-31G∗ basis set was used for all atoms in the electronic structure calculations on the
various fragments. This basis set was used because it yields charges that are more realistic to
the crystalline environment of the MOF via overpolarization of the gas phase fragments. 1,56
Cu2+ is a many-electron species that would typically be assigned a larger basis set, such as
LANL2DZ. 57–59 However, a previous theoretical study found that using the 6-31G∗ basis set for
the Cu2+ ions resulted in higher calculated partial positive charges on both chemically distinct
Cu2+ ions in a similar rht-MOF. 2 This led to higher simulated uptakes that were in closer
agreement with the experimental isotherm.
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Figure 2.3. Example of a gas-phase fragment extracted from the NU-111 crystal structure
used in the partial charge calculations
Fragments were used as an alternative to calculating the electrostatic potential surface of the
entire unit cell 60,61 since these calculations would not be feasible for large systems such as
NU-111.
2.4.4

Simulation Details

Grand Canonical Monte Carlo
Grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations (GCMC) of H2 sorption in NU-111 were performed
using the Massively Parallel Monte Carlo (MPMC) code, an in-house code that was developed
and maintained by our group and is currently available for download. 30 The simulations were
performed on a unit cell of NU-111, which has dimensions of 48.893 × 48.893 × 48.893Å.
Periodic boundary conditions were used to approximate an inﬁnitely extended crystal system.
The chemical potential (µ), volume (V ), and temperature (T ) of the MOF-H2 system were kept
constant while other thermodynamic quantities were allowed to change. Monte Carlo
moves were made by randomly selecting a hydrogen molecule and performing a rigid-body
12

translation, rotation, insertion, or deletion of the molecule.62 With the Metropolis method, the
move is either accepted or rejected based on an acceptance probability. 31 Equilibration of the
system was conﬁrmed when the total potential energy of the system oscillated around a
constant value.
Three diﬀerent hydrogen potentials of increasing complexity were used for the simulations:
they are referred to as Buch, Belof Stern Space (BSS), and Belof Stern Space Polar (BSSP).
Buch 32 is a spherical model that includes only repulsion/dispersion interactions through the
Lennard-Jones potential. It is often used as a control for simulations in heterogeneous environments as it is mostly capable of reproducing the bulk properties of H2.
BSS 33 is a ﬁve-site model that includes repulsion/dispersion and permanent electrostatic
interactions via Lennard-Jones parameters and partial charges, respectively. This potential
works well for MOFs with nonpolar functionalities, such as MOF-5. 63 BSSP 33 is an analo-gous
ﬁve-site model that includes explicit polarization (through atomic point polarizabilities) in
addition to repulsion/dispersion and permanent electrostatic interactions. 33 In MOFs containing open-metal sites (or other charged/polar functionalities), previous studies have shown
that the inclusion of explicit polarization was essential for reproducing experimental observables and capturing the interaction between the H2 molecules and the metal centers. 1,2,46,64,65
Other models that include up to permanent electrostatic interactions 66–69 often fall short in
predicting the experimental H2 uptake and Qst values in such MOFs and do not reproduce the
expected H2-metal interaction in classical GCMC simulations. The parameters for all three H2
potentials used in this work are found in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1. Force ﬁeld parameters for NU-111. Atomic site numbering corresponds to Figure 2.3,
COM refers to the center of mass, and OS are the oﬀ atomic site positions.
molecule
site
σ(Å)
 (K)
α◦ (Å3 ) q (e− )
Buch H2 COM 2.96000 34.20000 0.00000 0.0000
BSS H2
COM 3.22930 8.851600 0.00000 -0.7464
BSS H2
H
0.00000 0.000000 0.00000 0.3732
BSS H2
OS
2.34060 4.065900 0.00000 0.0000
BSSP H2 COM 3.15528 12.76532 0.69380 -0.7464
BSSP H2 H
0.00000 0.000000 0.00044 0.3732
BSSP H2 OS
2.37031 2.167260 0.00000 0.0000
NU-111
Cu 1 3.11400 2.516000 2.19630 0.9525
NU-111
Cu 2 3.11400 2.516000 2.19630 1.4979
NU-111
O1
2.96000 105.6800 0.85200 -0.6734
NU-111
O2
2.96000 105.6800 0.85200 -0.7445
NU-111
C1
3.75000 35.22540 1.28860 0.8461
NU-111
C2
3.55000 35.22450 1.28860 -0.0322
NU-111
C3
3.55000 35.22450 1.28860 -0.1894
NU-111
C4
3.55000 35.22450 1.28860 -0.2128
NU-111
C5
3.55000 35.22540 1.28860 0.1860
NU-111
C6
3.43100 52.83840 1.28860 -0.1723
NU-111
C7
3.43100 52.83840 1.28860 0.0156
NU-111
C8
3.43100 52.83840 1.28860 -0.0279
NU-111
C9
3.43100 52.83840 1.28860 -0.1629
NU-111
C 10 3.55000 35.22450 1.28860 0.2280
NU-111
C 11 3.55000 35.22450 1.28860 -0.2744
NU-111
H1
2.42000 15.09700 0.41380 0.1954
NU-111
H2
2.42000 15.09700 0.41380 0.2049
NU-111
H3
2.42000 15.09700 0.41380 0.2001
The average number of H2 molecules sorbed in the MOF (N ) from GCMC simulations
was calculated using eq 2.2:

hN i =

∞
3N Z
1 X βµN Y −∞
e
{
dxi }N e−βUF H (xi ,...,x3N )
Ξ N =0
i=1 ∞

(2.2)

where Ξ is the grand canonical partition function, β is the inverse of the Boltzmann constant
(k) multiplied by T , and UFH is the total potential energy of the MOF-H2 system that accounts
for Feynman-Hibbs quantum corrections. The chemical potential for the gas reservoir was
determined through the thermodynamic BACK equation of state. 70
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Feynman-Hibbs corrections to the fourth order 71 (eq 2.3) were applied to the simulations
at all state points considered herein.
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(2.4)

In this equation, ~ is the reduced Planck’s constant, µm is the reduced mass, and the primes
are the derivatives with respect to pair separation r. These corrections are needed for the
energetically dominant repulsion/dispersion and electrostatic terms for H2 sorption at 77 K.
Further, quantum eﬀects for H2 at low temperatures can be particularly important due to the low
molar mass. 72
The output of GCMC simulation is the absolute amount of hydrogen sorbed (Nabs). The
amount of hydrogen sorbed in excess of the number of molecules that would occupy the
free pore volume (Nex) was calculated using eq 2.5: 73

Nex = Nabs − Vp ρb

(2.5)

where Vp is the pore volume determined experimentally through liquid N2 sorption measurements at 77 K (2.38 cm3 g−1 for NU-111) 5 and ρb is the bulk phase density.
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The experimental Qst values are usually determined from numerical analysis of at least two
hydrogen sorption isotherms at diﬀerent temperatures and subsequently interpolating over a
range of densities using the Clausius-Clapeyron eq 2.6: 74

Qst = −k

∂ ln P
∂(1/T )

(2.6)

In GCMC, a statistical mechanical method was used to relate the Qst to ﬂuctuations in N
and U (eq 2.7): 75

Qst = −

hN U i − hN ihU i
+ kT
hN 2 i − hN i2

(2.7)

The isothermal compressibility (βT ) is given by eq 2.8:

βT = −

1 ∂V
V ∂P

(2.8)

The βT values for H2 in the MOF at each considered state point were calculated using a
statistical mechanical method involving ﬂuctuations in N (eq 2.9). 75 Such values can provide
insights into the physical state of the sorbed molecules in the material.

βT =

V hN 2 i − hN i2
kT
hN i2
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(2.9)

From GCMC simulations using all three H2 potentials in NU-111, the following data were
obtained: absolute H2 uptake at 77 K for pressures up to 1 bar, excess H2 uptake at 77 K for
pressures up to 60 bar, radial distribution functions g(r) for H2 around each chemically distinct
Cu2+ ion, Qst values at diﬀerent loadings, decomposition of energetic terms, and βT values at
77 K and pressures up to 60 bar. The distribution of induced dipoles and the primary binding
site were obtained from simulations using the BSSP model.
To determine the most energetically favorable binding site for the H2 molecule in
NU-111, simulated annealing calculations 76 within the canonical ensemble (NV T ) were
performed with the polarizable model. Here, a single H2 molecule was positioned in the
center of the unit cell and the sorbate was allowed to explore the system through a Monte
Carlo process until it found the global minimum. The simulations started at an initial
temperature of 1000 K, and this temperature was scaled by a factor of 0.99999 after every
1000 Monte Carlo steps. The simulations continued until the temperature of the system
dropped below 20 K.
2.5
2.5.1

Results and Discussion
Partial Charges

Table 2.2 shows a comparison of the partial charges for the chemically distinct Cu2+ ions and O
atoms for NU-111 and PCN-61 as determined through electronic structure calculations. It can
be observed that the magnitudes of the partial charges for the unique Cu2+ ions in NU-111 are
reversed compared to those in PCN-61. In PCN-61, the Cu2+ ion facing away from the center of
the linker (denoted Cu 1) carried the higher partial positive charge (1.7155 e−), while the Cu2+
ion facing toward the center of the linker (denoted Cu 2) had a lower charge magnitude (1.0965
e−). 1 In NU-111, the Cu 2 ions exhibited a greater partial positive charge than the Cu 1 ions
(1.4979 vs. 0.9525 e−). The chemically distinct O atoms also showed the same “switching”
between the two MOFs.
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Table 2.2. Comparison of the Partial Charges (e−) for Cu 1, Cu 2, O 1, and O 2 for PCN-61 1
and NU-111. Atomic site numbering corresponds to Figure 2.3.
Atomic Site PCN-61 NU-111
Cu 1
1.7155
0.9525
Cu 2
1.0965
1.4979
O1
-0.7740
-0.6735
O2
-0.7641
-0.7445

As explained earlier, the diﬀerence in the linkers between PCN-61 and NU-111 is that the
latter contains an additional alkyne group within each arm in the linker body (Figure 2.2).
Extending the linker by adding these triple bonds may have caused distortion (i.e., change in
shape) of the copper paddlewheels to reduce strain on the linker, hence altering the partial
charges of each unique Cu2+ ion. This could explain why the partial charges for the distinguishable Cu2+ ions in NU-111 are ﬂipped relative to PCN-61. This was conﬁrmed by examining the partial charges of a fragment from NU-111 containing only the copper paddlewheel
unit terminated with H atoms ([Cu2(O2CH)4]). Electronic structure calculations on this
fragment revealed that the partial charges on both chemically distinct Cu2+ ions exhibited
the same pattern of the charge magnitudes as the other fragments that included the entire
linker body.
A similar result was seen in PCN-66, where the diﬀerence in the linkers between this MOF
and PCN-61 is that the former contains a triphenylamine group in place of the central aromatic
ring. 46 The presence of the triphenylamine group in the linker for PCN-66 led to distortion of
the copper paddlewheels to compensate for the reduced planarity of the linker; this caused the
partial charges of the chemically distinct Cu2+ ions to be altered compared to those in PCN-61.
Furthermore, the measured O-Cu-O bond angles in NU-111 were found to diﬀer from those of
PCN-61. In PCN-61, the O-Cu1-O and O-Cu2-O bond angles are 167.959◦ and 166.755◦,
respectively, while the analogous angles in NU-111 are 167.274◦ and 168.910◦, respectively.
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2.5.2

Sorption Isotherms

Figure 2.4 shows the experimental 5 and simulated absolute H2 sorption isotherms in NU-111 at 77
K and pressures up to 1 bar. The simulated results are shown for three diﬀerent H2 potentials:
BSSP, BSS, and Buch. The Buch model predicts signiﬁcantly lower uptakes than experiment for
all pressures considered, which indicates that the inclusion of only repulsion/dispersion
interactions is insuﬃcient to model H2 in a highly charged and polar MOF. Indeed, at 1 bar, the
uptake for the Buch model is less than that for experiment by 4 mg g−1. The BSS model, which
includes permanent electrostatic interactions, predicts uptakes that are higher than those for the
Buch model for all pressures considered in this range. This implies that electrostatic eﬀects are
making an important contribution to the H2 sorption mechanism in the MOF. However, as shown
in Figure 2.4, the isotherm for the BSS model undersorbs ex-periment for all pressures, with an
uptake that is 2 mg g−1 lower than experiment at 1 bar.
However, the BSSP model generated an isotherm that is in excellent agreement with experiment for this entire low-pressure range. The uptake predicted by this model at 77 K/1 bar is
very similar to that for experiment at this state point (20.8 mg g−1). Overall, these re-sults
demonstrate that the inclusion of explicit polarization interactions are important for the proper
modeling of H2 in MOFs with open-metal sites. The H2 molecules initially sorb onto the exposed
Cu2+ ions at low loading and the BSSP model eﬀectively captured this process since it produced
uptakes that are in outstanding agreement with experiment at very low pressures (< 0.1 bar).
These simulation results are consistent with what was observed in previous H2 sorption
simulation studies on rht-MOFs. 1,2,45,77–80
Figure 2.5 shows the experimental and simulated excess H2 sorption isotherms in NU-111 at
77 K and pressures up to 60 bar. It can be observed that all models show reasonable agreement
with the experimental isotherm under these conditions. This is because, at high pressures, the
MOF essentially acts as a container and nonspeciﬁc interactions become more important as the
material approaches H2 saturation. We note that Farha et al. 5 simulated H2 sorption in NU-111 at
77 K and high pressures using the Darkrim-Levesque model 67 and also obtained agreement
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Figure 2.4. Low-pressure experimental 5 and simulated absolute H2 sorption isotherms for
NU-111 at 77 K

Figure 2.5. High-pressure experimental 5 and simulated excess H2 sorption isotherms for
NU-111 at 77 K
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with experiment at these state points; this further supports the notion that the MOF acts as a
container under these conditions. Interestingly, the Buch model yielded slightly higher uptakes
at pressures greater than 20 bar compared to the BSS and BSSP ptentials. This could be a result
of the H2 molecules being more closely packed when only van der Waals interactions are
considered. Electrostatic and polarization interactions may cause ordering eﬀects, which can
lead to fewer H2 molecules being accommodated at higher pressures.
2.5.3

Radial Distribution Functions and Binding Sites

The g(r) for the center-of-mass of H2 molecules around each chemically distinct Cu2+ ion (Cu 1
and Cu 2) in NU-111 at 77 K and 0.1 bar from simulations using the BSSP model are displayed
in Figure 2.6(a). Note, the g(r) plots shown herein are normalized to a total magnitude of unity
over the distance examined. A sharp peak at 2.5 Å can be observed in the g(r) about the Cu 2
ions, which corresponds to a signiﬁcant quantity of H2 molecules sorbing onto this type of Cu2+
ion with a metal-sorbate interaction distance of 2.5 Å. This distance is similar to that for the
corresponding interaction observed in other rht-MOFs investigated by our group using explicit
polarization. 1,2,45,77–80 This is also comparable to the Cu2+-H2 interaction distance observed in
HKUST-1 through experimental neutron powder diﬀraction (NPD) studies (2.39(1) Å) 81 and ab
initio simulations (2.47 Å), 82 as well as NOTT-112 through NPD measurements (2.23(1) and
2.41(1) Å). 83
In contrast, the g(r) about the Cu 1 ions in NU-111 does not contain a distinct peak at 2.5 Å;
this is true for any of the models utilized. This indicates that there are very few H2 molecules
sorbing in the vicinity of the Cu 1 ions at this state point. These results imply that the Cu 2 ions
are more preferred than the Cu 1 ions, and therefore represent the primary binding sites in the
MOF. This is because the Cu 2 ion exhibits a greater partial positive charge than the Cu 1 ions
Indeed, the H2 molecule favors the Cu2+ ion that carries the higher partial positive charge at low
loadings.Simulated annealing for a single BSSP H2 molecule in NU-111 conﬁrmed that the Cu 2
ions are the initial binding sites for H2 in this MOF; an enlarged view of this global minimum
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.6. (a) Normalized radial distribution functions (g(r)) of H2 molecules around the
two chemically distinct Cu2+ ions in NU-111 from simulations using the BSSP model at 77
K and 0.1 bar. (b) g(r) for H2 around the Cu2 ions in NU-111 for BSSP, BSS and BUCH

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.7. Molecular view of the unit cell of NU-111 showing the global minimum for
H2 in the MOF as determined through simulated annealing calculations: (a) orthographic
view;(b) perspective view
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position in NU-111 is displayed in Figure 2.7. Note, a small peak at 6.0Å can be observed in the
g(r) about the Cu 2 ions. This peak corresponds to the sorption of H2 onto the vertices of the
truncated tetrahedral and truncated octahedral cages, which are the cages that the Cu 2 ions
project into.
Note, the sorption mechanism revealed herein for NU-111 is diﬀerent from that observed in
PCN-61 through simulation studies executed previously. 1 In PCN-61, the primary binding site
was found to be the Cu 1 ion since it possessed a higher partial positive charge than the Cu 2
ion. Overall, the initial Cu2+ binding sites about the metal paddlewheels in PCN-61 and NU-111
are swapped relative to one another despite the fact that the only diﬀerence between these two
isostructural MOFs is that the latter contains an extra triple bond within each arm of the linker.
In general, we have shown that the sorption sites in MOFs can be altered and controlled by
making a small modiﬁcation in the linker.
Figure 2.6(b) shows the g(r) for the center-of-mass of H2 molecules around the Cu 2 ions in
NU-111 at 77 K and 0.1 bar for all three H2 potentials. It can be seen that the BSSP model
yielded the strongest interaction between the Cu 2 ions and the H2 molecules as exempliﬁed by
the high intensity of the radial distribution peak at 2.5Å. The BSS model generated a much
smaller and shifted peak for the nearest-neighbor interaction, while the Buch model did not
produce any signiﬁcant peak corresponding to sorption onto the Cu 2 ions. These results
suggest that the interaction between the H2 molecules and the open-metal sites is governed by
predominantly polarization and some permanent electrostatic interactions. We note that the
broad peak at 6.0Å in the g(r) about the Cu 2 ions can also be observed for the BSS and Buch
models. This suggests that these sorption sites (vertices in the truncated tetrahedral and
truncated octahedral cages) are dominated by repulsion/dispersion and stationary electrostatic
interactions.
2.5.4

Dipole Distribution

Figure 2.8 shows the normalized distribution of dipoles induced on the sorbed H2
molecules in NU-111 at 77 K and various pressures from simulations using BSSP model.
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Figure 2.8. Normalized distribution of dipole magnitudes induced on the H2 molecules
from simulations using the BSSP model in NU-111 at 77 K and various pressures.
Outside of the MOF, the H2 molecules exhibit a dipole moment of 0 D. Two distinct peaks in
the ranges of 0.30-0.40 D and 0.00-0.05 D can be observed in the dipole distribution for
NU-111. Correlating these peaks to regions of occupancy inside the MOF revealed that those
H2 molecules with the highest induced dipoles (0.30–0.40 D) are sorbed onto the Cu 2 ions
(Figure 2.9(a)). This site is consistent with the sharp radial distribution peak at 2.5Å in the g(r)
about the Cu 2 ions for the BSSP model (Figure 2.6(a). Note, in PCN-61, a similar peak in the
range of 0.25-0.50 D was observed in the dipole distribution for H2 in the material from
molecular simulations using the same sorbate potential; however, this peak represented
sorption onto the Cu 1 ions in that MOF. 1
The secondary dipole peak ranging from 0.00-0.05 D corresponds to H2 molecules sorbed
into the corners of the truncated tetrahedral and truncated octahedral cages (Figure 2.9(b)). This
site is consistent with the broad radial distribution peak at 6.0Å in the g(r) about the Cu 2 ions
for all models (Figure 2.6(b)). In general, all models were able to capture the sorption of H2 into
the corners of the truncated tetrahedral and truncated octahedral cages in NU-111. However,
only simulations using the polarizable BSSP model yielded sorption onto the highly
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.9. Molecular view of the unit cell of NU-111 showing the distribution of H2
molecules with induced dipole magnitudes of (a) 0.30-0.40 D and (b) 0.00-0.05 D according
to simulations using the polarizable BSSP model at 77 K and 0.1 bar
2.5.5 Isosteric Heats of Adsorption
Figure 2.10 shows a comparison of the experimental 5 and simulated Qst values for all three H2
potentials as a function of loading in NU-111. The experimental initial Qst value for this MOF
is 5.6 kJ mol−1. Simulations using the Buch and BSS models yielded Qst values that are very
near this experimental value at zero-loading. We believe that this is a fortuitous result as
explained below. The BSSP model, however, generated an initial loading Qst value of 7.0 kJ
mol−1, which is higher than that for experiment. Although the polarizable potential produced an
isotherm that is in very good agreement with experiment at 77 K and low pressures (Figure
2.4), the Qst values for this model are only in the vicinity of experiment at higher loadings (> 4
mg g−1).
We attribute the deviations between the experimental and simulated Qst values for the BSSP
model to the diﬀerent ways in which such quantities are calculated for the individual
techniques. Notably, the experimental Qst values for NU-111 were determined through empirical ﬁtting of the sorption isotherms through a virial-type equation 84 and subsequently applying
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Figure 2.10. Experimental 5 and simulated isosteric heat of adsorption (Qst) plotted against
H2 uptake in NU-111 at 77 K
the Clausius–Clapeyron equation (eq 2.6), 74 while the theoretical values were calculated
through ﬂuctuations in N and U in GCMC simulation (eq 2.7). 75 We note that the initial Qst
value calculated herein for NU-111 with the BSSP model (7.0 kJ mol−1) is very similar to that
calculated in other rht-MOFs using the same potential; 1,2,45,77–80 in these cases, very good
agreement with the experimental initial H2 Qst value was achieved.
Overall, the decrease in the experimental Qst values as the loading increases can be attributed to the fact that after the primary binding sites become more occupied, there is increased sorption onto the less energetically favorable sites. Only simulations using the
BSSP model captured this monotonic decreasing behavior in the Qst plot. Thus, even though
the Qst values for this model do not agree with experiment at all loadings (especially at zero
loading), the shape of the experimental plot was still replicated. This indicates that the
BSSP model reproduced the expected H2 sorption mechanism in the MOF, whereby the
sorbate molecules initially bind onto the open-metal sites at low loadings. The plots for the
other two models show nearly constant Qst values for all loadings considered. This suggests
that simulations using both of these nonpolarizable potentials do not capture sorption onto
the open-metal sites.
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2.5.6

Energy Contributions

A decomposition of the energetic terms for all three H2 potentials in NU-111 at 77 K and pressures
up to 1 bar is shown in Figure 2.11. The averaged percent contributions of the energy components
per H2 molecule reveal that, for the BSS model at all pressures considered, over 90% of the total
energy is attributed to van der Waals repulsion/dispersion interactions, while the remainder
represents permanent electrostatic interactions (Figure 2.11(a)). For the BSSP model, however, the
contribution from repulsion/dispersion interactions ranged from 25% at 0.05 bar to 67% at 1 bar.
Further, it can be observed that the polarizable BSSP potential exhibits greater contributions from
stationary electrostatic interactions than the nonpolarizable BSS potential across the entire
considered pressure range. This signiﬁes that electrostatic and polarization eﬀects have a
synergistic interaction; the inclusion of the latter results in a signiﬁcant increase in the former.
The contribution from polarization interactions for the BSSP model is close to 40% at low
pressures and this percentage decreases to 17% at 1 bar. This is because at low pressures (< 0.05
bar), the H2 molecules occupy the open-metal sites, so polarization eﬀects play a more important
role toward the H2 sorption mechanism at low loadings in NU-111. After the metal centers are
saturated, however, the sorbate molecules localize into other areas of the MOF, which causes van
der Waals interactions to become more dominant. This can explain why the repulsion/dispersion
energy percentage increases with increasing pressure while those for electrostatic and polarization
interactions decrease as the pressure increases for the BSSP model. We note that similar
trends in the energy contributions for all three models were observed in PCN-61. 1 The
percentages for electrostatic and polarization interactions for the BSSP model in the two
MOFs are similar, but in NU-111, the contribution from the many-body polarization energy is
greater than that for the stationary electrostatic energy throughout the entire pressure range.
The absolute energy magnitudes per H2 molecule in NU-111 show that the repulsion/dispersion
energy increases as the pressure increases for all three models (Figure 2.11(b)). However, at
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(b)

(a)

Figure 2.11. Energy contributions per H2 molecule for the BSSP, BSS, and Buch models in
NU-111 at 77 K and pressures up to 1 bar: (a) percent; (b) absolute
each state point considered, the BSSP model displays a slightly higher magnitude in the repulsion/dispersion energy than the BSS model, which in turn is mildly greater than that for
the Buch model. This is consistent with the trends in the simulated low-pressure sorption
isotherms at 77 K, where the BSSP model produced the highest uptake at all pressures and the
Buch model yielded the lowest (Figure 2.4). The permanent electrostatic energy for
the BSS model is notably lower than that for the BSSP model for all pressures. As
explained above, the inclusion of explicit induction results in a substantial increase in
electrostatic interactions.
2.5.7

Isothermal Compressibilities

The βT values for all three H2 potentials in NU-111 at 77 K and pressures up to 60 bar are
shown in Figure 2.12. Such quantities are compared with the βT values for bulk H2 at 200 K/200
atm (0.0015 atm−1) and 20 K/1 atm (0.0020 atm−1). 85 Comparing the GCMC-calculated βT
values for each model in the MOF with the experimental values for condensed hydrogen under
the aforementioned conditions can provide valuable insights into the physical state of the
sorbed H2 molecules.
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Figure 2.12. Isothermal compressibilities (βT ) of H2 from simulations using the BSSP, BSS,
and Buch models in NU-111 at 77 K and pressures up to 60 bar compared to the experimental
βT values of bulk hydrogen at two diﬀerent state points
It can be seen that the βT values for all three H2 potentials fall rapidly between 0.1 and 10 bar
and eventually reach values that are comparable to those of condensed phase hydrogen. For
simulations using the BSS and BSSP models, the experimental bulk H2 compressibility values
are reached in the material at 10 bar, while such quantities are attained for simulations using the
Buch model at 40 bar. Overall, these results demonstrate that the sorbed H2 is characteristic of a
liquid-like state at 77 K and high pressures in the MOF due to close packing of the sorbate
molecules within the pores. Under these conditions outside of the MOF, molecular hydrogen is
gaseous.
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2.6 Conclusion
A GCMC simulation study of H2 sorption in the rht-MOF NU-111, an isostructural analogue of
PCN-61 that contains an extra triple bond on each arm within the linker body, was presented.
The results from this study show that extending the linker for PCN-61 by adding these alkyne
groups alters the relative magnitudes of the partial charges on the two chemically distinct Cu2+
ions of the copper paddlewheels. Speciﬁcally, in PCN-61, the Cu2+ ion facing away from the
center of the linker exhibited the higher partial positive charge, but in NU-111, the Cu2+ ion
facing toward the center of the linker was found to have the greater partial positive charge. This
led to diﬀerences in the primary H2 sorption sites between the two MOFs as the sorbate
molecules initially prefer to sorb onto the more electropositive Cu2+ ion. Thus, the Cu 1
ions are the initial binding sites for H2 in PCN-61, whereas the Cu 2 ions represent such
sites in NU-111. The corners of the truncated tetrahedral and truncated octahedral cages were
discovered as the secondary sorption sites in NU-111. These regions were also occupied
by sorbates in other rht-MOFs according to previous simulation studies. 1,2,44–46,64,77–80
Since the dimensions of the truncated tetrahedral and truncated octahedral cages in rhtMOFs are aﬀected by the size of ligand, extending the linker by adding another triple bond to
each arm led to enlargement of these cages. However, there was not a substantial diﬀerence in
the quantity of H2 sorbed between PCN-61 and NU-111. Although the surface area of NU-111
is greater than that for PCN-61, the fact that the former contains larger cages results in more
void space in the material. As a consequence, NU-111 displays lower H2 uptake than PCN-61
within the high-end of the low-pressure region since it contains larger pore sizes. In general,
larger pore sizes in MOFs leads to less simultaneous interactions between the sorbate molecules
and the atoms of the framework. Comparing the H2 sorption capacity by weight percent, the
experimental H2 uptakes for NU-111 and PCN-61 at 77 K/1 atm are 2.00 and 2.25 wt %,
respectively, at 1 atm. 5,34 In addition, both MOFs reach a maximum excess H2 uptake capacity
of 65 mg g−1 according to both experiment and simulation. 1,5
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Both NU-111 and PCN-61 also display diﬀerent experimental initial H2 Qst values despite the
fact that the two MOFs involve the binding of H2 onto an exposed Cu2+ ion as the initial loading
site. The experimental Qst values for H2 at zero-loading for NU-111 and PCN-61 are 5.6 and
6.4 kJ mol−1, respectively. 5,34 The variation in the Qst could be due to the diﬀerent magnitudes of
the more positively charged Cu2+ ion between the two MOFs. The more electropositive Cu2+
ion in NU-111 and PCN-61 carries partial charges of 1.4979 and 1.7155 e−, respectively (Table
3.2). Since the Cu 1 ions in PCN-61 are more positively charged than the Cu 2 ions in
NU-111, the former could interact with the negatively charged center-of-mass of the H2
molecule more strongly, which leads to a greater adsorption enthalpy. Indeed, this could
explain why both the experimental and simulated H2 Qst values at zero-loading in PCN-61 are
greater than those for NU-111. 1
The insights provided from the simulations performed herein are important for tuning
purposes since it was observed that adding an extra alkyne group in the regions between the
isophthalate group and the central aromatic ring of the linker caused the relative partial charges
for the unique Cu2+ ions to switch relative to PCN-61. This demonstrates that the primary
binding site in MOFs can be controlled through a simple modiﬁcation in the organic linker that
is not proximal to the metal sites. Indeed, the results from this study suggest the possibility for
experimentalists to control desired binding sites in a MOF through aspirational chemical
alterations in synthesis.
To improve H2 uptake in rht-MOFs (and other MOFs in general), it is important to introduce functionalities that will enhance the interaction between the linker and the H2 molecules.
For example, if the alkyne groups in PCN-61 and/or NU-111 are replaced with some type
of polar moiety, this could result in stronger MOF–H2 interactions at low pressures, which in
turn can lead to higher uptakes and Qst values under such conditions. This work also
shows the importance of classical many-body polarization interactions in modeling H2
sorption in MOFs with open-metal sites since it was revealed that only the polarizable
BSSP model produced isotherms that are in outstanding agreement with the experimental.
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Future work involves simulations of CH4 sorption in NU-111 as previous experimental studies
have shown that the MOF appears promising for applications in CH4 storage. 86 Notably,
experimental measurements revealed that NU-111 exhibits high gravimetric and volumetric
CH4 uptake values that are within ca. 75% of the DOE target for CH4 storage at 300 K; this
target is 263 cm3 (STP) cm−3 at 298 K/35 bar. 87 Such simulations will be performed using recently developed potentials of this sorbate that have been developed by our group. 88,89 In
addition, we plan to investigate how substituting both alkyne groups in each arm of the linker
for NU-111 with phenyl rings will aﬀect the H2 sorption properties and mechanism by study-ing
PCN-69/NOTT-119 90,91 through molecular simulations. Another isostructural rht-MOF of
theoretical interest is PCN-610/NU-100, which contains a phenyl ring between two alkyne
groups in each arm of the linker. 34,92
The results provided from the simulations performed here are essential for tuning purposes
since it was seen that adding an extra alkyne group in the regions between the isophthalate
group and the central aromatic ring of the linker caused the magnitude of partial charges for the
unique Cu2+ ions to switch relative to PCN-61. This implies that the primary binding site in
MOFs can be controlled through a simple modiﬁcation in the organic ligand that is not near
to the metal sites. Indeed, the results from this study suggest the possibility for experimentalists
to control desired binding sites in a MOF through aspirational chemical alterations in synthesis.
The isosteric heat values for H2 for NU-111 and PCN-61 were 5.6 and 6.4 kJ mol−1,
respectively.5,34 It is possible that the variation in the Qst could have been due to the diﬀerent
magnitudes of the more positively charged Cu2+ ion between the two MOFs. The more
electropositive Cu2+ ion in NU-111 and PCN-61 carries partial charges of 1.4979 and 1.7155.
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Chapter 3
Simulations of H2 Sorption in an Anthracene-Functionalized rht-Metal–Organic
Framework
3.1 Note to Reader
This chapter contains previously published content. Reprinted with permission from J.
Phys. Chem. C, 2020, 124 (25), 13753–13764. Copyright c

(2020) American Chemical

Society. See appendix A.
3.2 Abstract
Grand canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) simulations were performed to investigate H2 sorption
in the rht-metal–organic framework (MOF) MFM-132, which is composed of two chemically
distinct Cu2+ ions coordinated to 5,50,500-(benzene-1,3,5-triyltris-(anthracene-10,9-diyl))
triisophthalate ligands. This MOF was shown experimentally to have a Brunauer–Emmett–
Teller(BET) surface area of 2466 m2 g−1, a high H2 uptake of 2.83 wt % at 77 K/1 bar, and an
initial isosteric heat of adsorption (Qst) value of 6.7 kJ mol−1. It possesses a structure that is
similar to that of NOTT-112, which was studied previously by our group [Franz, D.; et al.
Cryst. Growth Des. 2016, 116, 6024-6032], with an experimental H2 uptake of 2.3 wt% under
the same conditions and an initial Qst value of 5.6 kJ mol−1. In MFM-132, there are anthracenyl
rings in the region between the isophthalate groups and the central aromatic ring of the linker,
whereas NOTT-112 possesses a single phenyl ring in the same region. The purpose of this
study was to investigate the eﬀects of the bulky anthracenyl rings on the MOF–H2 interactions
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using NOTT-112 as a basis for comparison. Through using GCMC simulations, three major
diﬀerences in the sorption mechanisms between MFM-132 and NOTT-112 were revealed.
Firstly, the primary binding site for H2 in MFM-132 was found to be a small binding pocket in
the corner of the truncated tetrahedral cage, which is formed by the partial overlap of the
anthracenyl rings from three linkers. In NOTT-112, however, the initial binding site was a Cu2+
ion that is part of the [Cu2(O2CR)4] cluster. Secondly, in MFM-132, the H2 molecules showed
preference for the chemically distinct Cu2+ ion facing toward the interior of the linker body,
while in NOTT-112, open-metal sorption occurred primarily on the Cu2+ ion facing away from
the center of the linker. In addition, signiﬁcant sorption within the interior of the truncated tetrahedral cages was observed for MFM-132, but not for NOTT-112. The diﬀerence in the ini-tial
binding sites between these two isostructural MOFs can be explained by the presence of strong
van der Waals interaction created by the partial overlap of the anthracenyl rings. Overall, this
study showed that making minor alterations to the ligand in rht-MOFs can result in dramatic
diﬀerences in the H2 sorption characteristics. Moreover, signiﬁcant insights into the H2 sorption
behavior in MFM-132 was obtained through molecular simulations and these results could be
important for the rational design of new MOF structures.
3.3 Introduction
Energy is essential for the survival of life on the planet. Currently, the majority of the world’s
energy is generated from carbon-based sources, such as coal, oil, and natural gas. It is evident that
a direct correlation exists between the rise in atmospheric CO2 levels and the average global
temperatures. As of January 2020, the concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere was measured to be
412 ppm.8 The temperature has risen by an average of 0.85 ◦C since the end of the 19th Century
and 2014 was recorded to be the warmest year in modern times.93,94 Access to clean, sustainable
energy is vital for combating climate change and limiting the devastating eﬀects it has on the
environment.93
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Hydrogen gas (H2) is a carrier that can be used to store or deliver large amounts of energy. 95
It is considered as a zero-emission fuel since only water is generated as a byproduct upon
its combustion. 96 Sustainable energy sources capable of directly producing H2 include
solar, biomass, and the photobiological splitting of water using green algae. 11,95
Metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) are three–dimensional hybrid crystalline materials that
are formed by combining metal ions with organic ligands (or “linkers”). They continue to
be widely investigated for H2 storage applications due to their facile synthesis, high porosity
and surface areas, large accessible volumes, and tunable pore sizes and functionalities. 3,39–41,97
The H2 molecules bind onto the surface of MOFs via weak physisorptive interactions (rather
than chemisorption), which results in easier liberation of the gas when needed. A major
issue with storing H2 is that the neat gas occupies a considerably large volume under ambient
conditions due to weak van der Waals interactions, which in turn requires either low
temperatures or high pressures for storage. 15 However, the high surface area of most MOFs
and the presence of sorption sites that are capable of interacting strongly with H2 implies
that large quantities of the gas can be stored in these materials without the need for
pressurization. 39,97
Computational studies that involve simulating H2 sorption in MOFs could be useful in
obtaining insights into the rational design of new materials with improved H2 uptake. The results
from such studies could be of value if outstanding agreement with experimental measurements is
achieved. This will engender conﬁdence in a variety of molecular level predictions, such as the
preferred binding sites in the MOF.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 3.1. Molecular view of the unit cell of MFM-132: (a) a/b/c- axis view; and (b) view of
the 45◦ angle between two axes

In this manuscript, we report a theoretical study of H2 sorption in an anthracene-decorated
framework known as MFM-132 (MFM = Manch-ester Framework Material), which was
synthesized previously by Yan et al. 3 This MOF con-tains 5,50,500-(benzene-1,3,5-triyltris(anthracene-10,9-diyl))triisophthalate linkers coordinated to two chemically distinct Cu2+ ions to
form the well-known [Cu2(O2CR)4] clusters (Figure 3.1). MFM-132 exhibits a (3,24)-connected
rht topology for which the synthesis of such MOFs was pioneered by Eddaoudi and coworkers. 43 In this type of framework, there are usually three distinct cages: cuboctahedron,
truncated tetrahedron, and truncated octahedron. 1,43,98 The cuboctahedral cage has a ﬁxed
volume, but the other two cages can vary in dimensions depending on the nature of the linker.
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Figure 3.2. Organic linkers used to synthesize NOTT-112 (left) and MFM-132 (right)
Experimental studies revealed that MFM-132 exhibits a Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET)
surface area of 2466 m2 g−1, a H2 uptake of 2.83 wt % at 77 K/1 bar, and an initial isosteric heat
of adsorption (Qst) of 6.7 kJ mol−1. Notably, the aforementioned H2 uptake is among the
highest for rht-MOFs under similar conditions to date.3 MFM-132 has a structure that is
similar to that of NOTT-112,4 an rht-MOF consisting of Cu2+ ions coordinated to 1,3,5tris(3Ĭ,5Ĭ-dicarboxy[1,1Ĭ-biphenyl]-4-yl)-benzene linkers, which was studied previously by
our group. 2 The linker of NOTT-112 contains a single phenyl ring in the regions between
the isophthalate groups and the central aromatic ring (i.e., each “arm” of the linker), whereas
this phenyl group is replaced with an anthracenyl ring in MFM-132.
A comparison of the linkers for NOTT-112 and MFM-132 is shown in Figure 3.2. In previous
theoretical studies on rht-MOFs, it was discovered that altering the components of the linker led
to changes in the charge distribution about the two chemically distinct Cu2+ ions of the copper
paddlewheels. This in turn aﬀected the metal ion that would represent the initial bind-ing
site. 1,45,46,64,98 The study performed herein serves to investigate the eﬀects of substituting the
phenyl ring with anthracenyl on the H2 sorption mechanism in such MOFs using NOTT-112 as
a basis for comparison. Given that MFM-132 is currently among the top-performing rhtMOF for H2 sorption, 3 the insights revealed from the simulations in this work can aid in the
design of improved structures for H2 storage applications.
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3.4

Methods

3.4.1

MOF Parametrization

In this work, the total potential energy (U ) of the MOF–H2 system consists of three
energetic terms: van der Waals repulsion/dispersion (Urd) as calculated through the LennardJones 12–6 potential, 47 permanent electrostatic interactions (Ues) as calculated by Ewald
summation of the partial charges, 25 and many-body polarization (Upol) as calculated using a
Thole-Applequist type model. 26–28,99 An overview of how the explicit polarization energy was
calculated is given in reference. 1
Repulsion/dispersion parameters ( and σ) for all MOF atoms were taken from the Universal Force Field (UFF). 19 These parameters have been widely used to treat repulsion/dispersion
interactions between the MOF and the H2 molecules in simulation. 49–53 The Lorentz-Bertholet
mixing rules 22 were used to calculate the interaction between unlike species. The static
point polarizability values, which are used to quantify susceptibilities for induced dipoles, for
the C, H, and O atoms were taken from a carefully parameterized training set provided by
the work of van Duijnen and Swart. 28 The polarizability for Cu2+ was determined by our
group in a previous study 1 and used herein. Table 3.1 shows the repulsion/dispersion and
point polarizability parameters that were used for MFM-132.
The point partial charges for each chemically distinct atom in MFM-132 were determined
by ﬁrst selecting several gas-phase fragments that are representative of the MOF environment
from the crystal structure. An example of a fragment that was extracted for partial charge
analysis is shown in Figure 3.3. Chemical termination of fragments was achieved by adding H
atoms where appropriate. These fragments were then subjected to electronic structure
calculations at the Hartree–Fock level of theory using the NWChem ab initio software
package. 23 The 6-31G∗ basis set was used for all atoms because previous studies done by our
group showed that it yielded charges that are overpolarized and more realistic of the
crystalline environment. 1,2
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Figure 3.3. Example of a gas-phase fragment extracted from the MFM-132 crystal structure
that was used in the partial charge calculations
The CHarges from ELectrostatic Potentials using a Grid (CHELPG) method24 was used to
obtain the point partial charges for each chemically distinct atom on all fragments. In this
method, the overall electrostatic potential of a given fragment was ﬁrst calculated at a large
number of grid points. Afterward, a least squares ﬁtting procedure was employed to determine
the atomic partial charges that best reproduce the calculated electrostatic potential surface of the
fragment. 54,55 The partial charges were calculated for the atoms on 8 diﬀerent fragments to
determine an average charge for each chemically distinct atom. Note that the charges of atoms
located in the peripheral regions of the fragments were disregarded as they were not
representative of the MOF environment. Table 3.1 shows the complete list of partial charges
that were used for each chemically distinct atom in the simulations. We note that it was not
feasible to calculate the partial charges for the atoms in MFM-132 using a periodic charge
ﬁtting method due to the large size (a = b = c = 47.184Å) and number of atoms (3,936) in a unit
cell of the MOF.
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Table 3.1. Repulsion/dispersion parameters, point polarizabilities, and partial charges that
were used for simulations in MFM-132. Atomic site numbering corresponds to Figure 3.3.
site
Cu 1
Cu 2
O1
O2
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C 10
C 11
C 12
C 13
C 14
C 15
H1
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6
H7

3.4.2

σ(Å)
3.11400
3.11400
3.11800
3.11800
3.43100
3.43100
3.43100
3.43100
3.43100
3.43100
3.43100
3.43100
3.43100
3.43100
3.43100
3.43100
3.43100
3.43100
3.43100
2.57100
2.57100
2.57100
2.57100
2.57100
2.57100
2.57100

 (K)
2.516000
2.516000
30.19340
30.19340
52.83840
52.83840
52.83840
52.83840
52.83840
52.83840
52.83840
52.83840
52.83840
52.83840
52.83840
52.83840
52.83840
52.83840
52.83840
22.14180
22.14180
22.14180
22.14180
22.14180
22.14180
22.14180

α◦ (Å3 )
2.19630
2.19630
0.85200
0.85200
1.28860
1.28860
1.28860
1.28860
1.28860
1.28860
1.28860
1.28860
1.28860
1.28860
1.28860
1.28860
1.28860
1.28860
1.28860
0.41380
0.41380
0.41380
0.41380
0.41380
0.41380
0.41380

q (e− )
1.0903
1.5861
-0.7731
-0.7480
0.9295
-0.2116
-0.1071
-0.1406
0.3748
0.4037
-0.4384
-0.3238
0.2179
-0.2177
-0.1310
-0.1686
-0.1667
-0.0253
-0.0592
0.1890
0.1510
0.1590
0.1323
0.1307
0.1318
0.1213

Simulation Details

Grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations (GCMC) of H2 sorption in MFM-132 were carried
out using the Massively Parallel Monte Carlo (MPMC) code, which was developed and maintained by our group and is currently available for download on GitHub. 30,100 The simulations
were performed on a single rigid unit cell of the MOF. Periodic boundary conditions were used
to approximate the behavior of an inﬁnitely extended crystalline environment. A spher-ical cutoﬀ of 23.592Å,corresponding to half the unit cell length, was used for the simula-tions. The
chemical potential (µ), volume (V ), and temperature (T ) of the MOF–H2 system
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were kept constant, while other thermodynamic variables (e.g., particle number (N )) were allowed to ﬂuctuate. Monte Carlo moves were made by randomly selecting a H2 and performing
a rigid-body translation, rotation, insertion, or deletion of the molecule. 62 With the Metropolis method, the move is either accepted or rejected based on an acceptance probability. 31 This
process was allowed to continue until equlibrium was reached for the state point considered.
Three diﬀerent H2 potentials of increasing complexity were used for the simulations; they
are referred to as Buch, 32 Belof Stern Space (BSS), 33 and Belof Stern Space Polar (BSSP). 33
Buch 32 is a single-site, spherical model that includes only repulsion/dispersion interactions
through the Lennard-Jones potential. It is often used as a control for simulations in heterogeneous environments since it is mostly capable of reproducing the bulk properties of H2. Normally, agreement with experimental observables in MOFs is not achieved using this potential
because other types of interactions are present.
BSS 33 is a ﬁve-site model consisting of two atomic positions, two oﬀ-site positions, and a
center-of-mass site. It includes repulsion/dispersion and permanent electrostatic interactions via
Lennard-Jones parameters and partial charges, respectively. This potential works well for
MOFs with nonpolar functionalities 63 and narrow pore sizes. 101,102 BSSP 33 is an analogue
of the previous model that includes explicit polarization interactions through atomic point polarizabilities. Previous studies have shown that the inclusion of explicit polarization was required to achieve agreement with experimental observables and accurately model the most
critical MOF–H2 interactions in MOFs containing open-metal sites or other polar functionalities. 1,2,46,64,65 Other models that include up to permanent electrostatic interactions 66–69 often
fall short in predicting the experimental H2 uptake and Qst values in such MOFs.
Simulated annealing calculations 76 within the canonical (NVT) ensemble were performed
with the BSSP model in order to identify the most favorable binding site in MFM-132.
Here, one H2 molecule was inserted into the unit cell and the sorbate was allowed to
explore the system until it found the global minimum. The simulations started at an initial
temperature of 1000 K, and this temperature was scaled by a factor of 0.99999.
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3.5

Results and Discussion

3.5.1

Partial Charges

Table 3.2 shows a comparison of the partial charges for the two chemically distinct Cu2+ ions
for NOTT-112 2 and MFM-132 as determined through electronic structure calculations. It can be
seen that the relative magnitudes of the partial charges about the copper paddlewheels are
reversed between the two MOFs. In NOTT-112, the Cu2+ ion facing away from the center of
linker (denoted Cu 1) carries the higher partial positive charge of about 1.56 e−, while the Cu2+
ion facing toward the center of the linker (denoted Cu 2) exhibits a lower partial positive charge
of ca. 1.00 e−. On the contrary, the Cu 2 ion shows the higher positive charge relative to Cu 1 in
MFM-132 (1.59 vs 1.09 e−).
As previously explained, the diﬀerence in the linkers between NOTT-112 and MFM-132 is
that the former contains a single phenyl ring in the center of each arm of the linker body,
whereas the latter contains an anthracenyl moiety (Figure 3.2). The reversal of the Cu2+ ion
charges between the two MOFs can be attributed to the presence of bulky anthracenyl rings in
MFM-132, which causes strain on the triisophthalate linker. In order to reduce this strain, the
copper paddlewheels must experience a change in geometry by undergoing a slight distortion.
This phenomenon was investigated by examining the partial charges of a fragment of
MFM-132 containing only the copper paddlewheel (i.e., linker body is excluded). Electronic
structure calculations on this fragment revealed that the partial charges on both chemically
distinct Cu2+ ions exhibited the same pattern of charge magnitudes as the other fragments that
included the entire linker body, with the charge on Cu 1 and Cu 2 being 1.14 and 1.63 e−,
respectively. This conﬁrms that the diﬀerences in Cu2+ ion charges observed for MFM-132
relative to NOTT-112 are due to a change in the geometry of the paddlewheel itself.
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Table 3.2. Comparison of the partial charges (e−) for Cu 1 and Cu 2 for NOTT-112 2 and
MFM-132. Atomic site numbering corresponds to Figure 3.3.
Atomic Site
Cu 1
Cu 2

3.5.2

NOTT-112
1.5582
0.9979

MFM-132
1.0903
1.5861

Sorption Isotherms and Isosteric Heats of Adsorption

Figure 3.4 shows the experimental 3 and simulated absolute H2 sorption isotherms in MFM-132
at 77 K and pressures up to 1 bar. The simulated results are shown for three diﬀerent H2
potentials: Buch, BSS, and BSSP. It can be observed that the Buch model predicts signiﬁcantly
lower uptakes than experiment for all pressures considered, which indicates that the inclusion of
only repulsion/dispersion interactions is not suﬃcient to model H2 in MFM-132. Indeed, there
must be other types of interactions taking place for H2 sorption in this MOF under physical
conditions. At 1 bar, the uptake for the Buch model (2.25 wt %) is less than that of experiment
by about 0.58 wt %. The BSS model generated uptakes that are in good agreement with the
experimental isotherm at all pressures considered, implying that permanent electrostatic
interactions are an important contributor to the H2 sorption mechanism in this material. At 1 bar,
the uptake predicted by the BSS model is 2.68 wt %, while the experimental value at the same
state point is 2.83 wt %. The BSSP model also produced an isotherm that is in excellent
agreement with experiment with an uptake of 2.78 wt % at 77 K/1 bar.
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Figure 3.4. Low-pressure experimental 3 and simulated absolute H2 sorption isotherms for
MFM-132 at 77 K
Typically for rht-MOFs, the H2 molecules initially sorb onto one of the exposed Cu2+ ions
of the copper paddlewheels at low loading. 44 Furthermore, it has been shown previously by our
group that explicit polarization was necessary to eﬀectively capture this process in classical
GCMC simulation. 1,2,45,77–80 However, the results shown in Figure 3.4 suggest that the inclusion
of explicit polarization interactions was not absolutely essential to reproduce the experimental
H2 uptakes in this MOF since simulations using the electrostatic BSS model also closely
reproduced this experimental isotherm. This implies that open-metal sorption is not the
primary MOF–H2 interaction occurring in MFM-132. We note that performing the
simulations with explicit polarization was still necessary to gain insights into the binding sites
in the MOF through the distribution of the induced dipoles as explained later.
Figure 3.5 shows a comparison of the experimental and simulated (via BSSP) H2 sorption
isotherms for MFM-132 and NOTT-112. It can be seen that in both experiment and simulation,
MFM-132 displays a signiﬁcantly higher uptake of H2 than NOTT-112 for all pressures considered at 77 K. At 1 bar, the experimental and simulated uptakes for MFM-132 exceed those
of NOTT-112 by 0.46 and 0.39 wt %, respectively. Table 3.3 summarizes the major diﬀerences
in the H2 sorption characteristics between MFM-132 and NOTT-112. Overall, replacing the
phenyl rings in the linker arm with anthracenyl groups resulted in a notable enhancement in the
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Figure 3.5. Low-pressure experimental and simulated (BSSP) absolute H2 sorption isotherms
for MFM-132 3 and NOTT-112 2,4 at 77 K
H2 uptake capacity at low pressures. This could be attributed to the fact that the anthracenyl
rings can give rise to more binding sites and interactions in the MOF than a phenyl moiety.
Figure 3.6 shows a comparison of the experimental 3 and simulated Qst values for all three
H2 potentials as a function of loading in MFM-132. The experimental initial H2 Qst value for
this MOF is 6.7 kJ mol−1, while those for the BSSP, BSS, and Buch models are 7.8, 7.0 and 6.5
kJ mol−1, respectively, showing agreement within 1.3 kJ mol−1 of each other. The experimental
initial Qst for NOTT-112 was 5.6 kJ mol−1, 4 indicating that the primary MOF–H2 interaction in
MFM-132 is signiﬁcantly stronger. Note that the experimental Qst values for MFM-132 and
NOTT-112 could not be compared graphically as they were not examined over the same
range of uptakes. 3,4
In general, all three models produced Qst values that are in good agreement with the
experimental Qst plot for MFM-132 over the range of uptakes considered. This is especially for
the Buch model, which contains only repulsion/dispersion parameters. The fact that the Buch
model generated an initial Qst value that is within the vicinity of experiment suggests that the
primary binding site in this MOF is governed by repulsion/dispersion interactions and not
polarization as is normally the case for rht-MOFs. Minor deviations between the experimental
and simulated Qst values can be attributed to the diﬀerent methods used to calculate them.
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Figure 3.6. Experimental 3 and simulated isosteric heat of adsorption (Qst) plotted against
H2 uptake in MFM-132 at 77 K
Table 3.3. A comparison of the experimental and simulated H2 sorption observables for
MFM-132 and NOTT-112. The experimental results for MFM-132 and NOTT-112 were
taken from references 3 and, 4 respectively, while the simulated results for NOTT-112
were taken from reference. 2 All simulated results are shown for the BSSP model.
H2 Sorption Observable
Exp. Uptake at 77 K/1 bar (wt %)
Sim. Uptake at 77 K/1 bar (wt %)
Exp. Initial Qst (kJ mol−1 )
Sim. Initial Qst (kJ mol−1 )
Exp. Initial Site
Sim. Initial Site

MFM-132
2.83
2.78
6.7
7.80
enclosed cage
enclosed cage

NOTT-112
2.30
2.39
5.6
7.00
Cu 1
Cu 1

The experimental Qst values for MFM-132 were determined through empirical ﬁtting of the
sorption isotherms at diﬀerent temperatures through a virial-type equation 84 and application of
the Clausius–Clapeyron equation, 74 while the theoretical values were calculated through
ﬂuctuations in N and U in GCMC simulation. 75 The decrease in both the experimental and
simulated Qst values as the loading increases is a result of the primary binding sites becoming
saturated. This leads to an increase in sorption onto the less energetically favorable sites at
higher pressures. All three models were able to capture this monotonic decreasing behavior in
the Qst plot, especially the Buch model, which indicates that simulations using all three
potentials generated the same H2 sorption mechanism in MFM-132 at low loading.
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Typically, the most favorable sorption site in rht-MOFs is a type of Cu2+ ion of the copper
paddlewheels. 44 However, simulations using the Buch model in MFM-132 suggests that there is
a diﬀerent primary binding site in this MOF and it is dominated by repulsion/dispersion
interactions.
3.5.3

Radial Distribution Functions and Binding Sites

Simulated annealing calculations for a single H2 molecule in MFM-132 revealed that the primary binding site for the sorbate in this MOF is a tight pocket created by the partial overlap of
the anthracenyl rings from three separate linkers (Figure 3.7). In this pocket, which is located in
the corner of the truncated tetrahedral cage, the H2 molecule localizes in close proximity to
three isophthalate linker heads. Notably, the sorbate can interact with multiple portions of the
surrounding linkers simultaneously in a conﬁned space. This binding site is consistent with the
results from neutron powder diﬀraction (NPD) studies performed on MFM-132. 3 Indeed, it was
found through NPD measurements that this pocket corresponds to the most favorable H2
sorption site in the MOF since it was ﬁrstly occupied at low loading. The narrow structure of
this binding pocket results in strong van der Waals interactions between the framework and the
sorbate. This primary binding mechanism is similar to that observed in PCN-14, a MOF
consisting of Cu2+ ions coordinated to 5,50-(9,10-anthracenediyl)diisophthalate (adip) linkers,
which was studied previously by our group. 103 We note that the primary binding site for
NOTT-112 involves the sorption of H2 onto an open-metal site. 2,83
Radial distribution function (g(r)) plots displaying the normalized population of H2 as a
function of distance from each chemically distinct Cu2+ ion and the central C atom of the
isophthalate unit (C 3) in MFM-132 for the BSSP model at 77 K/0.1 atm are shown in Figure
3.8(a). All g(r) plots shown herein are normalized to a total magnitude of unity. A sharp distinct
peak at ca. 2.5 Å can be observed in the g(r) about the Cu 2 ions, which corresponds to a
signiﬁcant quantity of H2 molecules sorbing directly onto this site. This distance is typical of
H2 sorbing onto an exposed Cu2+ ion of a copper paddlewheel in rht-MOFs as discerned
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 3.7. Molecular view of MFM-132 showing the global minimum for H2 in the MOF as
determined through simulated annealing calculations: (a) view of unit cell along the a/b/c axis;
(b) top view of binding pocket within the truncated tetrahedral cage; and (c) between axes

(b)

(a)

Figure 3.8. Normalized radial distribution functions (g(r)) for H2 molecules around the two
chemically distinct Cu2+ ions and the C 3 atomic site in MFM-132 from simulations at 77
K and 0.1 bar using the (a) BSSP and (b) BSS and Buch models.
through simulations involving classical polarization. 1,2,45,98 This distance is also comparable to
the corresponding interaction observed in HKUST-1 through NPD (2.39(1) Å) 81 and ab initio
calculations (2.47 Å). 82 NPD studies on MFM-132 revealed a metal–sorbate distance of about
2.33 Å for sorption onto the Cu 2 ion. 3
In contrast, there is no corresponding peak at ca. 2.5 Å in the g(r) about Cu 1 according to our
simulations; this indicates that there are fewer H2 molecules sorbing onto this Cu2+ ion. This is
due to the higher partial positive charge carried by Cu 2 (Table 3.2), which makes it the more
preferred Cu2+ ion site. Another sharp peak is seen at about 3.7 Å in the g(r) about the C 3
atomic site. This peak corresponds to the sorption of H2 between the isophthalate
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Figure 3.9. Normalized radial distribution functions (g(r)) for the center-of-mass of H2
molecules around the two chemically distinct Cu2+ ions in MFM-132 and NOTT-112 2
linker heads in the binding pocket created by the partial overlap of the anthracenyl rings. This
site is consistent with the results from simulated annealing calculations, which was revealed to
be the primary binding site in the MOF. Another peak is observed between 5–6Å in the g(r)
about both Cu2+ ions, which is characteristic of sorption onto the vertices of the truncated
tetrahedral and cuboctahedral cages in rht-MOFs. 1,98
The g(r) plots obtained from simulations using the BSS and Buch models in MFM-132 at 77
K/0.1 bar are shown in Figure 3.8(b). Like BSSP, both models exhibit a peak at about 3.7Å in
the g(r) about the C 3 atoms, which corresponds to sorption at the primary binding site. Since
all three models produced this g(r) peak, this indicates that binding within this tight pocket is
driven by repulsion/dispersion interactions. The peak between 5–6 Å about both open-metal
sites is also present in the g(r) for these models, which suggests that sorption onto the vertices
of the truncated tetrahedral and cuboctahedral cages is also dominated by repulsion/dispersion
interactions. However, the peak at ca. 2.5Å in the g(r) about Cu 2, representing sorption directly
onto this metal site, is notably absent for simulations using both the BSS and Buch models.
This is because the inclusion of explicit polarization is needed to eﬀectively capture this
interaction in classical GCMC simulation, which both the BSS and Buch models lack. In
general, it was revealed from our classical simulations that sorption of H2 within the binding
pocket created by the partial overlap of the anthracenyl rings from three diﬀerent linkers is
more favorable than at an open-metal site in MFM-132.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 3.10. Molecular view of the 45◦ between two axes of the unit cell showing a single H2
molecule sorbed at the preferred open-metal site in (a) MFM-132 and (b) NOTT-112. 2
This is consistent with experimental ﬁndings from NPD studies on the MOF. 3
Figure 3.9 shows a comparison of the g(r) about both chemically distinct Cu2+ ion sites for
MFM-132 and NOTT-112 2 from simulations using the BSSP model at 77 K/0.1 bar. For
NOTT-112, a major peak can be observed at about 2.5 Å for Cu 1, indicating preferential
sorption at this site at low loadings. In MFM-132, however, this distinct nearest-neighbor peak
is only observed about the Cu 2 ions; thus, the favored metal site in this MOF is Cu 2. Figure
3.10 shows a single H2 molecule sorbed at the preferred Cu2+ ion of the copper paddlewheel in
MFM-132 and NOTT-112 as obtained from GCMC simulations. Overall, it was shown that
substituting a phenyl ring with anthracenyl in the linker arm altered the preferred metal site for
sorbate binding about the copper paddlewheels. For both MOFs, minor peaks can be seen
between 5–6Å in the g(r) about both open-metal sites. This peak mainly corresponds to the
sorption of H2 into the corners of the truncated tetrahedral cages. However, this peak is broader
for MFM-132, which can be attributed to the wider distribution of binding sites within that
region due to the presence of the bulky anthracenyl rings.
3.5.4

Dipole Distribution

Figure 3.11 shows the normalized distribution of dipoles induced on the sorbed H2
molecules in MFM-132 as obtained from simulations using the BSSP model. Note that an
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Figure 3.11. Normalized distribution of induced dipole magnitudes on the H2 molecules from
simulations using the polarizable BSSP model in MFM-132 at 77 K and various pressures.

(a)

(b)
◦

(c)

Figure 3.12. Molecular view of the 45 between two axes of the unit cell of MFM-132 showing the
distribution of H2 molecules with induced dipole magnitudes (Figure 3.11) of (a) 0.025 D,(b) 0.075
D, and (c) above 0.25 D according to simulations using the polarizable BSSP model at 77 K and 0.1
bar
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H2 molecule exhibits an average dipole moment of 0 D outside of the MOF. Two distinct peaks
are observed at approximately 0.025 and 0.075 D. Correlating these peaks to regions of
occupancy in MFM-132 reveal that H2 molecules having dipole magnitudes around 0.025 D are
sorbed within the interior of the truncated tetrahedral cages and in close proximity to the
aromatic rings (Figure 3.12(a)). The small dipole magnitudes of these H2 molecules indicate
that this sorption site is dominated by repulsion/dispersion. Note that signiﬁcant sorption was
not observed in the interior of the tetrahedral cage in NOTT-112. 2 H2 molecules possessing
dipole magnitudes of nearly 0.075 D were found to sorb at the vertices of the truncated
tetrahedral and cuboctahedral cages (Figure 3.12(b)), with the primary interaction site
(discovered by simulated annealing) being part of this distribution. This is consistent with the
presence of peaks between 5–6Å in the g(r) about each chemically distinct metal site as well asÅ
the peak at ca. 3.7 for the C 3 site (Figure 3.8).
No distinct peak is observed between 0.25–0.45 D in the H2 dipole distribution for
MFM-132, which is the typical induced dipole range for open-metal sorption in rht-MOFs., 1,2,98
However, correlating H2 molecules with dipole magnitudes above 0.25 D to regions of occupancy in the MOF revealed sorption onto the Cu 2 site (Figure 3.12(c)). This site is consistent
with the observed peak at ca. 2.5 Å in the g(r) about Cu 2 (Figure 3.8(a)). As discussed
previously, Cu 2 is the more positively charged of the two chemically distinct Cu2+ ions, so the
H2 molecules prefer to sorb onto these metal ions initially. The absence of a distinct peak
between 0.25–0.45 D in the normalized dipole distribution is attributed to fact that there is
signiﬁcantly more sorption at the other two aforementioned sites.
3.5.5

Energy Contributions

A decomposition of the energetic terms for all three H2 potentials in MFM-132 at 77 K
and pressures up to 1 bar is shown in Figure 3.13. The averaged percent contributions of the
energy components per H2 molecule reveal that, for the BSS model at all considered
pressures, over 96% of the total energy is attributed to repulsion/dispersion interactions, while
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.13. Contributions of the energy components per H2 molecule for the BSSP (red), BSS
(green), and Buch (blue) models in MFM-132 at 77 K and pressures up to 1 bar: (a) percent
contributions; (b) absolute contributions in kelvin
the remainder corresponds to permanent electrostatic interactions. For the BSSP model,

the contribution from repulsion/dispersion interactions ranged from 90% at 0.05 bar to 86%
at 1 bar, while the contributions from permanent electrostatic and polarization interactions
range from 6% and 4%, respectively, at 0.05 bar to 8% and 6%, respectively, at 1 bar.
Since the primary binding site for H2 in MFM-132 is a small pocket created by the partial
overlap of three anthracenyl rings in the corners of the truncated tetrahedral cage, it
explains why the repulsion/dispersion term contributes to the majority of the total
energy for simulations using the BSS and BSSP models.
We note that the aforementioned percent energy contributions for MFM-132 diﬀer drastically from other rht-MOFs. In these rht-MOFs, where open-metal sorption is the primary
binding mechanism, there are notable diﬀerences in the percent contributions over the range of
pressures considered according to previous theoretical studies by our group. 1,2,46,98 For example, in NU-111, the contribution from polarization interactions for the BSSP model was as
high as 40% at low pressures (< 0.05 bar) and this percentage decreased to below 20% at
1 bar. 98 This is because at low pressures, the H2 molecules occupy the open-metal sites, so
po-larization interactions play a more critical role in the H2 sorption mechanism at low
loadings. However, after the metal centers are saturated, the H2 molecules localize into other
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areas of the MOF. The absolute energy magnitudes in MFM-132 show that the repulsion/
dispersion energy in-creases as the pressure increases for all three models due to the
increasing quantity of molecules sorbed in the material (Figure 3.13(b)). However, at each
state point considered, the BSSP and BSS models display a slightly higher magnitude in the
repulsion/dispersion energy than the Buch model. This is consistent with trends in the
simulated low-pressure sorption isotherms at 77 K (Figure 3.4), where the BSSP and BSS
models produced higher uptakes than the Buch model at all pressures considered. The
permanent electrostatic energy for the BSS model is somewhat lower than that for
the

BSSP

model

for

all pressures,

possibly

because

the

inclu-sion of explicit

induction results in an increase in stationary electrostatic interactions.
3.6

Conclusion

A GCMC simulation study of H2 sorption in the rht-MOF MFM-132, an isostructural analogue
of NOTT-112 that contains an anthracenyl moiety in each arm of the linker, was presented. The
results from this study reveal that substituting the phenyl ring with a bulky anthracenyl group in
the linker arm resulted in three drastic diﬀerences in the sorption mechanism between MFM-132
and NOTT-112. Firstly, the primary binding site in MFM-132 was found to be a small binding
pocket created by the partial overlap of the anthracenyl rings from three neighboring linkers,
while in NOTT-112, primary sorption occurred onto an open-metal site. Secondly, the relative
magnitudes of the partial charges about the two chemically distinct Cu2+ ions of the copper
paddlewheels were reversed between the two MOFs, leading to a a change in the preferred
open-metal sorption site. In NOTT-112, the Cu2+ ion facing away from the center of the linker
exhibited the higher partial positive charge, but in MFM-132, the Cu2+ ion facing toward the
center of the linker was found to have the greater partial positive charge. Hence, the preferred
open-metal site in MFM-132 was Cu 2, whereas it was Cu 1 in NOTT-112.
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Furthermore, sorption was found to occur inside the truncated tetrahedral cages for
MFM-132 due to the projection of the anthracenyl rings into the interior of this cage. In
contrast, signiﬁcant sorption into this cage was not observed for NOTT-112.2At 77 K/1 bar,
MFM-132 displayed higher uptake of H2 than NOTT-112 according to experimental
measurements (2.83 vs 2.3 wt %); 3,4 this was veriﬁed from the simulation studies performed on
both MOFs. This can be attributed to the fact that there are more interaction sites in MFM-132,
which are formed by both the partial overlap of the aromatic rings and projection of these bulky
rings into the interior of the tetrahedral cage. The experimental initial H2 Qst for MFM-132 was
also greater than NOTT-112 (6.7 vs 5.6 kJ mol−1), which suggests that the van der Waals
interactions at the primary binding site in MFM-132 are stronger than the polarization
interactions at the open-metal site in NOTT-112. This study shows that making minor
alterations to the linker in rht-MOFs can result in drastic changes in the H2 sorption
characteristics and mechanisms.
In order to improve H2 uptake in rht-MOFs (and other MOFs in general), it is necessary to
introduce polar functionalities that will enhance the interaction between the linker and the H2
molecules. Possible variations in the case of MFM-132 include incorporating N atoms into the
linker or adding –NH2, –NO2, or –OH groups as substituents on the peripheral rings of the
anthracenyl moiety. These modiﬁcations to the linker could result in stronger MOF–H2
interactions at low pressures, which in turn can lead to higher H2 uptakes and Qst values under
such conditions. It has been shown previously that introducing N-rich regions on the linker is
an eﬀective route to increase the H2 sorption aﬃnity in rht-MOFs. 105–107 This work also shows
the importance of classical many-body polarization interactions in modeling H2 sorption in
MOFs with open-metal sites since it was revealed that simulations using only the polarizable
BSSP model captured the sorption of H2 onto these exposed metal centers.
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Chapter 4
Investigating H2 Sorption in Isostructural Metal–Organic Frameworks M-CUK-1 (M =
Co, Mg) Through Experimental and Theoretical Studies

4.1

Abstract

A combined experimental and theoretical study of H2 sorption was carried out in Co-CUK-1
and Mg-CUK-1, two isostructural metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) that consist of M2+ ions
(M = Co, Mg) coordinated to pyridine-2,4-dicarboxylate (pdc) and OH− ligands. These MOFs
possess saturated metal centers in distorted octahedral environments, narrow pore sizes, and
display high chemical and thermal stability. Previous experimental studies revealed that CoCUK-1 exhibits a H2 uptake of 183 cm3 g−1 at 77 K/760 mmHg [Humphrey, S. M.; et al. Angew.
Chem. Int. Ed. 2007, 46, 272–275], while that for Mg-CUK-1 under the same condi-tions is
240 cm3 g−1 on the basis of the experimental measurements performed herein. The the-oretical
H2 sorption isotherms are in very good agreement with the corresponding experimental
measurements for simulations using electrostatic and polarizable potentials of the sorbate. Although both MOFs have diﬀerent metal sites, electronic structure calculations revealed nearly
identical partial charges for each chemically distinct atom. Additionally, through simulated
annealing calculations, it was found that the primary binding site for H2 in both variants is at
the side of the pore where it is proximal to the center of the aromatic ring of the pdc linker.
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4.2

Introduction

In 2007, Humphrey et al. synthesized a robust MOF containing a narrow pore structure that
displayed high H2 uptake at 77 K and low pressures. 6 This MOF, referred to as Co-CUK-1
(CUK = Cambridge University–KRICT), consists of a network of Co2+ ions coordinated to
pyridine-2,4-dicarboxylate (pdc) and OH− bridging ligands. The structure contains two chemically distinct metal ions in distorted octahedral environments. Each pdc linker is coordinated to
ﬁve metal centers, while the OH− ion is bonded to three Co2+ ions in a µ3 fashion. Perma-nent
porosity in Co-CUK-1 was conﬁrmed through CO2 sorption measurements at 196 K as it was
found that the MOF displayed a Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface area of 630 m2 g−1 and
a pore volume of 0.26 cm3 g−1. It was shown experimentally that the MOF ex-hibited a H2
uptake of 183 cm3 g−1 at 77 K and 760 mmHg. Subsequent experimental studies revealed that
Co-CUK-1 was also eﬀective at separating complicated gas mixtures. 6,35,37
In 2015, Saccoccia et al. prepared the isostructural Mg analogue of M-CUK-1 by
microwave synthesis using Mg(NO3)2 with the pdc linker under basic conditions. The goal was
to replace Co with Mg to allow the MOF to be signiﬁcantly lighter, cheaper to synthesise and
less toxic. 36 The BET surface area was found to be 602 m2 g−1. Experimental studies done on
Mg-CUK-1 showed its remarkable ability to separate isomers of xylene. Figure 4.1 shows the
structure of the 2 × 2 × 2 supercell of M-CUK-1.
Due to the presence of saturated metal centers and bridging interactions, both M-CUK-1
variants demonstrate high chemical and thermal stability. Indeed, it was shown that they are
capable of maintaining long-range crystalline structures over multiple adsorption cycles and can
withstand heating to temperatures as high 400◦C for Co-CUK-1 and 500◦C for MgCUK-1. 6,35,36,108 Additionally, it was found that both MOFs are unaﬀected by the presence of
mois-ture, 6,35,35,36,108 thus making them relevant for applications in industrial gas separations.
The narrow pore structure in these MOFs reduces void space and promotes multiple
simultaneous interactions with neighboring functionalities.
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Figure 4.1. Molecular view of the 2 × 2 × 2 supercell of M-CUK-1 (M = Co, Mg) along the caxis. Atom colors: C = cyan, H = white, O = red, N = blue, Co/Mg = purple.
GCMC simulations of H2 sorption in Co-CUK-1 and Mg-CUK-1 are carried out in this work to
identify the H2 sorption sites in both materials and explain certain experimental ﬁndings. The
results from such simulations can be accepted with conﬁdence if calculated observables such as
isotherms are in outstanding agreement with experimental measurements. An experimental H2
sorption isotherm at 77 K was collected for Mg-CUK-1 in this work in order to compare to
those produced from simulations in this material. The simulated H2 sorption isotherms at 77 K
for Co-CUK-1 are compared to the experimental isotherm that was reported in reference. 6 In
general, this study sought to investigate how altering the metal ion in the M-CUK-1 series
aﬀects the H2 sorption characteristics of the MOF, especially since the metal sites are not
exposed. The insights gained would be valuable since the H2 sorption mechanism in this type of
system has not been studied in detail.
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4.3

Methods

All parametrizations and simulations in Co-CUK-1 were performed on the dehydrated crystal
structure of the MOF as reported in reference 6 (CCDC 605436). For Mg-CUK-1, the
low-temperature (153 K) dehydrated crystal structure of the MOF as reported in
reference 36 (CCDC 1024712) was utilized.
The total potential energy of the MOF–H2 system consists of three energetic terms: the repulsion/dispersion, permanent electrostatic, and many-body polarization energies. These were
calculated through the Lennard-Jones 12–6 potential, 47 Ewald summation of the point partial charges, 25,109,110 and a Thole-Applequist type model employing static point polarizabilities, 26–28,99 respectively.
Three diﬀerent H2 potentials of varying complexities were used for the simulations: the
single–site Lennard-Jones model developed by Buch, 32 the ﬁve–site electrostatic model developed by Belof, Stern, and Space, 33 and an analogue of the previous model that includes explicit many-body polarization. 33 They are denoted Buch, Belof Stern Space (BSS), and Belof
Stern Space Polar (BSSP), respectively.
GCMC simulations 31 of H2 sorption in Co-CUK-1 and Mg-CUK-1 were performed
within the 2 × 2 × 2 supercell of the respective MOFs (Figure 4.1). Additionally, simulated
annealing calculations 76 within the canonical ensemble (NV T ) were performed on a single H2
molecule in the considered supercell of Co-CUK-1 and Mg-CUK-1 in order to identify the
global mininum (i.e., most favorable binding site) for H2 in the individual MOFs. These
simulations started at an initial temperature of 1000 K and this temperature was scaled by a
factor of 0.99999 after every 1000 Monte Carlo steps. The simulations continued until the
H2 molecule settled into the global minimum.
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Figure 4.2. Example of gas phase fragment used in electronic structure calculations showing
numbering of the chemically distinct atoms in M-CUK-1 (M = Co, Mg)
4.4
4.4.1

Results and Discussion
Partial Charges

Table 4.1 shows a comparison of the partial charges obtained for the two chemically distinct
metal ions (denoted M1 and M2, see Figure 4.2) as well as sum of the partial charges for all
atoms in the pdc and OH− ligands in the both M-CUK-1 variants. When comparing the
calculated partial charge of the M 1 ion for Co-CUK-1 to that for Mg-CUK-1, it can be seen
that partial charges are very close to one another (1.3055 vs 1.3330 e−). The partial charge of
the M 2 ions are also very similar between the two MOFs (1.1582 vs 1.1950 e−). In addition,
the diﬀerence in the total charge of the pdc and OH− moieties, respectively, between both MCUK-1 analogues is within 0.1 e−. Overall, the results from partial charge analysis indicate that
the electrostatic environment in the two MOFs are very similar to each other despite the fact
that they contain diﬀerent metal ions. The implications of this are important as it allows for the
possiblity of metal sites to be interchanged without signiﬁcantly altering the H2 sorption
properties. The full list of atomic partial charges for each variant can be found in Appendix B.
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Table 4.1. Calculated partial charges (e−) for the M 1 and M 2 ions (see Figure 4.2), the
complete pdc linker, and the complete OH− ion for Co-CUK-1 and Mg-CUK-1.
Site
M1
M2
pdc
OH−

4.4.2

Co-CUK-1
1.3055
1.1582
-1.1922
-0.6695

Mg-CUK-1
1.3330
1.1950
-1.2448
-0.5663

Sorption Isotherms

Figure 4.3(a) shows the experimental 6 and simulated H2 sorption isotherms for Co-CUK-1 at 77
K and pressures up to 1.0 atm (760 mmHg). The simulated results are shown for three diﬀerent
H2 potentials. The isotherm for the Buch model slightly underestimates that for experiment at
pressures beyond 150 mmHg. At 760 mmHg, the Buch model predicts an uptake of 159 cm3 g
−1

, while the corresponding experimental value is 183 cm3 g−1. Although the uptakes generated

by the Buch model are somewhat close to experiment, suggesting that repulsion/dispersion
interactions contribute greatly to the sorption mechanism in this MOF, the undersorption
compared to experimental data indicates that additional interactions are needed to match the
experimental isotherm. Simulations using the electrostatic BSS and polarizable BSSP models
resulted in uptakes that are in excellent agreement with experiment for all pressures considered.
At 760 mmHg, the BSS and BSSP models produced uptakes of 177 and 183 cm3 g−1,
respectively. Since the BSS model was able to closely reproduce the experimental isotherm for
Co-CUK-1, this implies that including permanent electrostatic interactions in simulation was
suﬃcient to model H2 sorption in this MOF. Furthermore, the similarities in the isotherms for
the BSS and BSSP models indicates that the contribution from many-body polarization is
negligible.
Figure 4.3(b) shows the analogous H2 sorption isotherms for Mg-CUK-1. The
experimen-tal isotherm for this variant is newly reported in this work based on the
experimental measure-ments performed herein. The general trend for the simulated isotherms
for the three H2 poten-tials compared to experiment is similar to that for Co-CUK-1.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3. Experimental 6 and simulated low-pressure H2 sorption isotherms at 77 K for (a)
Co-CUK-1 and (b) Mg-CUK-1. The experimental isotherm for Mg-CUK-1 is newly
reported in this work.
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Figure 4.4. Experimental and Simulated (BSSP) uptakes for Co-CUK-1 and Mg-CUK-1 in
quantity of molecules of H2 per unit cell

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5. Molecular view of the 2 × 2 × 2 supercell of (a) Co-CUK-1 and (b) MgCUK-1 along the c-axis showing the modeled structure at H2 saturation. Atom colors: C =
cyan, H = white, O = red, N = blue, Co = purple, Mg = pink, H2 = green.
Particularly, the isotherm for the Buch model undersorbs experiment at higher pressures, while
those for the BSS and BSSP models are in decent agreement with experiment over the
considered pressure range. At 760 mmHg, the experimental uptake for Mg-CUK-1 is 240 cm3 g
−1

,

while those predicted by the BSS and BSSP models in this MOF at the same state point are

236 and 242 cm3 g−1, respec-tively. As with Co-CUK-1, polarization interactions contributed
minimally to the H2 sorption mechanism in the Mg analogue. This can be attributed to the fact
that the metal ions in these MOFs are coordinatively saturated, which in turn prohibits the
binding of sorbate moleculesonto these sites. Although polarization interactions were negligible
for H2 sorption in M-CUK-1, such eﬀects are especially important for modeling gas sorption in
MOFs containing open-metal sites. 1,50,79,111,112
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It is important to note that, despite having diﬀerent gravimetric H2 uptakes, both Co-CUK-1
and Mg-CUK-1 exhibit the same experimental uptake in terms of the number of H2 molecules
sorbed per unit cell at 77 K/760 mmHg. At this state point, the experimental uptake for the two
MOFs is 18 molecules per unit cell, which is consistent with those obtained for simulations
using the BSS and BSSP models in both variants under the same condition. This is seen in
Figure 4.4. Furthermore, the H2 uptake at saturation for both MOFs was found to be 25
molecules per unit cell (Figure 4.5). These results suggest that it is possible to design MOFs
using metals such as Mg, which are generally cheaper and less toxic compared to ﬁrst and
second-row transition metals without compromising the gas sorption capability.
4.4.3

Binding Sites and Dipole Distribution

Simulated annealing calculations revealed that the global minimum (i.e., primary binding site)
for H2 in both Co-CUK-1 and Mg-CUK-1 corresponds to sorption within a conﬁned region
enclosed by two adjacent pdc linkers. A molecular illustration of this binding site in both MOFs
is shown in Figure 4.6. Here, the H2 molecule localizes in close proximity to the C 1
position (see Figure 4.2) and can simultaneously interact with the aromatic rings of both
linkers.
Figure 4.7 shows the normalized distribution of dipole magnitudes induced on the sorbed H2
molecules in Co-CUK-1 and Mg-CUK-1 for pressures ranging from 0.1–1.0 atm at 77 K
according to simulations using the BSSP model. We note that a single H2 molecule exhibits an
average dipole moment of 0 D outside the MOF. The dipole distribution for Co-CUK-1 shows
two distinct peaks, with magnitudes ranging from 0.025–0.075 D and 0.10–0.15 D (Figure
4.7(a)). Correlating the ﬁrst peak (0.025–0.075 D) to regions of occupancy inside the MOF
reveals that H2 molecules with these dipole magnitudes were localized near the aromatic ring,
with the majority of sorbates in close proximity to the C 1 site (Figure 4.8(a). This is consistent
with the results from simulated annealing calculations, which revealed C 1 to be the primary
binding site.
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Figure 4.6. Molecular view of a section of the crystal structure of Co-CUK-1 (left) and MgCUK-1 (right) showing the global minimum for a H2 molecule in the MOFs as
determined through simulated annealing calculations
On the other hand, H2 molecules having dipole magnitudes of 0.10–0.15 D were found to
occupy regions near the center of the pore (Figure 4.8(b)). Note that sorption onto the
primary binding site corresponds to the lower range of observed dipole magnitudes, most
likely because this region is dominated by repulsion/dispersion interactions.
Interestingly, the dipole distribution for Mg-CUK-1 shows a rather broad peak spanning
from 0.025–0.15 D (Figure 4.7(b)). To make a valid comparison to Co-CUK-1, H2
molecules having dipole magnitudes of 0.025–0.075 D and 0.10–0.15 D were correlated
to regions of occupancy inside Mg-CUK-1. It was found that H2 molecules with dipole
magnitudes within the range of 0.025–0.075 D were sorbed onto the aromatic ring near the C 1
site (Figure 4.8(c)); this is consistent with the sites observed in Co-CUK-1 for the same
dipole magnitudes. On the contrary, H2 molecules exhibiting dipole magnitudes of 0.10–
0.15 D in Mg-CUK-1 were not discovered to sorb within the center of the pore as in CoCUK-1, but rather a distribution of sites near the global minimum (Figure 4.8(d)).
Particularly, these H2 molecules are located along the edges of the pore between the C 1
site of the pdc linker and the Mg 1 site of the metal cluster.
The fact that secondary sorption occurs in this region for Mg-CUK-1 and not Co-CUK-1
can possibly be attributed to the Mg2+ ions having a smaller ionic radius than the corresponding
Co2+ sites, which leads to stronger electrostatic interactions. For Co-CUK-1, it would probably
be more favorable for the H2 molecules to occupy the center of the pore, where they
are somewhat near two metal clusters because the electrostatic interaction is weaker.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7. Normalized distribution of dipoles induced on the sorbed H2 molecules in (a)
Co-CUK-1 and (b) Mg-CUK-1 at 77 K and various pressures from simulations using
the polarizable BSSP model.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.8. Molecular view of the 2 × 2 × 2 supercell of M-CUK-1 (M = Co, Mg) along the caxis showing the distribution of H2 molecules in the MOFs with speciﬁc induced dipole
magnitudes: (a) Co-CUK-1 at 0.05 D, (b) Co-CUK-1 at 0.10 D, (c) Mg-CUK-1 at 0.05 D, and
(d) Mg-CUK-1 at 0.10 D
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Figure 4.9. Radial distribution function (g(r)) of the center-of-mass of sorbed H2
molecules about the C 1 and M 1 (M = Co, Mg) sites (see Figure 4.2) in M-CUK-1 at
77 K and 0.05 atm from simulations using the polarizable BSSP model
4.4.4

Radial Distribution Functions

The relative H2 populations about the C 1 and M 1 sites (see Figure 4.2) in both CoCUK-1 and Mg-CUK-1 were analyzed through plotting the radial distribution function (g(r))
of H2 molecules as a function of distance from these sites. Figure 4.9 shows the resulting
plots that were obtained from simulations using the BSSP model at 77 K and 0.05 atm in
both MOFs. The g(r) plots shown here are normalized to a total magnitude of unity over
the distance examined. In addition, only H2 molecules having dipole magnitudes of 0.10–0.15
D (see section III.C) were considered for the g(r) about the M 1 sites.
For both variants, a large peak at roughly 3

Å

was observed in the g(r) about the C 1

atom, indicating a signiﬁcant quantity of H2 molecules sorbed in the vicinity of this site. This
makes sense since simulated annealing calculations revealed that the primary binding site in
both MOFs involves sorption onto the C 1 position of the aromatic rings. This peak also
corresponds to those H2 molecules that exhibit dipole magnitudes in the range of 0.025–0.75 D
according to analysis of the dipole distribution (Figures 4.8(a) and 4.8(c)). When inspecting the
g(r) of H2 molecules about the Mg 1 ions in Mg-CUK-1, a distinct peak aapproximately
A can
6˚
be observed. This peak corresponds to those H2 molecules that are sorbed at the secondary
binding site in Mg-CUK-1, i.e., the region between the C 1 and Mg 1 sites (Figure 4.8(d)).
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The analogous peak about the Co 1 ion in Co-CUK-1 is notably smaller in magnitude,
indicating less sorption of H2 in this area. This is attributed to H2 molecules with dipole
magnitudes of 0.10–0.15 D occupying the center of the pore in this variant instead of near the
metal sites (Figure 4.8(b)). We note that the distance associated with the nearest-neighbor
peak about the M 1 sites in both MOFs does not indicate the sorption of H2 directly onto the
metals. All metal ions in Co-CUK-1 and Mg-CUK-1 are saturated as a result of their
distorted octahedral environments. Therefore, unlike MOFs containing open-metal sites such
as M-MOF-74, 111,113 the sorbate molecules cannot interact with the metal ions in M-CUK-1.

4.5 Conclusion

A combined experimental and theoretical study of H2 sorption in the Co and Mg variants of
M-CUK-1, isostructural MOFs composed of M2+ ions coordinated to pdc and OH− ligands,
was carried out in this work. These materials are of interest due to their high stability to-ward
multiple adsorption cycles, moisture, and high temperatures as well as their narrow pore
structure, which allows for strong interactions with guest molecules.6,35,36,108 Electronic structure calculations revealed that the partial charges for the metal ions and complete pdc and OH−
linkers are nearly identical between the two MOFs, indicating that the electrostatic environment
in the both MOFs are similar despite possessing diﬀerent metals.
Previous experimental studies revealed that the H2 uptake in Co-CUK-1 at 77 K and 760
mmHg is 183 cm3 g−1,6 while that for Mg-CUK-1 is 240 cm3 g−1 under the same conditions
based on the measurements performed herein. Simulations using a potential that includes only
repulsion/dispersion interactions (Buch) in both MOFs underestimated the corresponding
experimental measurements at higher pressures. On the other hand, simulations using the
electrostatic BSS and polarizable BSSP potentials generated isotherms that are in outstanding
agreement with experiment across the considered pressure range for both MOFs.
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We note that even though both MOFs display diﬀerent gravimetric H2 uptakes at 77 K/760
mmHg, they sorb the same number of H2 molecules per unit cell at this state point. In contrast
to ﬁndings observed previously in the M-MOF-74 series, 111,112 it appears that explicit
polarization interactions were negligible for H2 sorption in M-CUK-1. This can be attributed to
the fact that no open-metal sorption occurs in these materials since the metals are saturated due
to their distorted octahedral environment. The primary sorption site in both M-CUK-1 MOFs
was identiﬁed to be a conﬁned region between two pdc linkers at the side of the pore and
proximal to the C 1 position (see Figure 4.2) of the aromatic ring. Here, the H2 molecule can
interact simultaneously with the aromatic rings of the two pdc linkers. The region between the
primary binding site and metal clusters along the pdc linker was deemed as the secondary
sorption site.
Overall, it was revealed that the electrostatic environment, H2 and sorption properties for H2
in M-CUK-1 are nearly independent of the identity of the metal. The results from this study
suggest that it is possible to use metals such as Mg to synthesize robust MOFs without
compromising uptake performance. Indeed, Mg is light-weight, cheaper, and less toxic compared
to ﬁrst and second-row transition metals typically used in MOFs.
One possible strategy that can be implemented to enhance H2 uptake in the M-CUK-1
platform includes the incorporation of polar functionalities as substituents on the pdc linkers to
enhance electrostatic and polarization interactions.105,114,115 Another strategy may be to alter the
synthesis conditions such that some of the metal sites in the structure become coordinatively
unsaturated and available for H2 binding such as in Mg-MOF-74. 111
Future work includes investigating H2 sorption in other metal variants of M-CUK-1
(e.g., Mn, Ni) through experimental and theoretical studies to verify the ﬁndings presented
herein. In order to study the eﬀects of linker substitution on sorption properties, it is also planned
to perform theoretical studies of H2 sorption in Co-CUK-2, which has a similar structure to CoCUK-1 except that one of the carboxylate groups in the pdc ligand is replaced with a thiolate
group.6
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Appendix B- Charge Calculations
Table A1. Calculated partial charges (e−) for the various chemically distinct atoms between the
8 considered fragments for Co-CUK-1
Atom Label
Co 1
Co 2
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
O1
O2
O3
O4
O5
H1
H2
H3
H4
N1

# in Unit Cell
4
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

90

Charge
1.3022
1.1552
-0.3572
-0.4178
0.3537
0.0939
0.8496
0.4434
0.7567
-0.6427
-0.6861
-0.6875
-0.7683
-0.9971
0.1580
0.1919
0.0358
0.4296
-0.5755

Table A2. Calculated partial charges (e−) for the various chemically distinct atoms between the
8 considered fragments for Mg-CUK-1
Atom Label
Mg 1
Mg 2
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
O1
O2
O3
O4
O5
H1
H2
H3
H4
N1

# in Unit Cell
4
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
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Charge
1.3550
1.2148
-0.2635
-0.2598
0.3299
0.0863
0.9319
0.2696
0.8491
-0.7814
-0.7166
-0.7414
-0.7471
-1.1251
0.2075
0.2015
0.0693
0.4631
-0.5801
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(i)

Figure A3. Gas phase fragments extracted from the NU-111 crystal structure that was used in the
partial charge calculations. Atom colors: C = cyan, H = white, O = red, Cu = tan.
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(a)

Fragment 1

(b)

Fragment 2

(c)

Fragment 3

(d)

Fragment 4

(e)

Fragment 5

(f)

Fragment 6

(g)

Fragment 7

(h)

Fragment 8

(i)

Fragment 9

Figure A4. Gas phase fragments extracted from the crystal structure of MFM-132 that were
used for the electronic structure calculations. Atom colors: C = cyan, H = white, O = red, Cu =
tan.
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(a)
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Fragment 1

Fragment 6
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Fragment 2
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Fragment 4
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Fragment 8

Figure A5. Gas phase fragments extracted from the crystal structure of CUK-1 that were used
for the electronic structure calculations. Atom colors: C = cyan, H = white, O = red, M =
purple.
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